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SUMMA.RY OF ACTIVTIES AND ACCOMPLISHM]ID'S 
General Activities 
1. Days agents spent in office ••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2. Days agents spent in field •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
J. Days agents worked•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4. Miles agents traveled ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5. Farm visits made by agents •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6. Different farm visitad•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7. Office cals at agent's office •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8. Telephone cals at agent's office ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9. Meetings held or atended .................. . 
10. Atendance at these meetings •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l. No. connnunitie:, in which Extension Work was conducted ••••••• 
12. No. farmers conducting demonstrations ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
13. No. voluntary community leaders assisting with extension 
143 401 544 18815 
1019 
390 2627 
1300 174 5189 22 78 
work. . • . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . • • . . • • . . . . • • • • . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . • . • • • 160 
General Farm Program: We have tried to inform Clarendon County farmer:, 
through outlook material as to price, supply, demand and availability of 
mixed fertilizer and fertilizer materials during the year along with the 
best available recommendations as to varieties, soil types and cultural 
practices of al crops grown in the county. Our method of approach was 
to hold annual fann planning meeting With farm leaders from al sections 
of the county. This was folowed up with community meetings, personal 
contact, personal leters and circular leters. Demonstrations using 
the latest up-to-date information on such subjects as catle lice control, 
swine sanitation, etc., were conducted in the various sections of the 
county. 
Food Conserving Program: Al farmers have been urged to conserve enough 
food for home use. The home canning program for vegetables and fruits 
has been continued by our Home Demonstraticn agents. Our farmers have 
been urged, especialy, to produce, cure or store enough pork, beef, etc., 
to take care of their family needs. 
Three Community Canneries, two community lockers and one Refrigeration & 
Locker Corporation are in operation in the county. The Refrigeration & 
Locker Corporation is used by our farmers to cure pork and to store beef, 
poultry, etc. The ice plants in the county also operated during the year, 
especialy during hog kiling season, a system designed to particular]¥ 
cure meats. 
Assistance to Veterans: Al veterans have been assisted in locating farms 
for rent, for share-crop and for purchase. They have also been informed by 
us with regard to special assistance offered them through the G. I. Bil of Rights. 
Lime & Superphosphate Program: More pasture, more lime ai.d more ruperphos­
phate have received special atention during the year. While nothing like 
enough lime is used in our county, we are gradualy improving the situation. 
Our pastures need more fertilizer through the Production & Marketing Admini­
stration -1950 tons of superphosphate and 1100 tons of lime were distributed 
to farmers in 1948. Other farmers have purchased lime, superphosphate and 
basic slag direct. 
Winter Legumes: Interest in winter legumes has not been high this fal as 
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usual. Dixie Wonder and .A.ustrian Winter peas can be successfuly grown in this locality. However, due to the fact that the majority of our 
farmers produce tobacco and we do not want legumes proceding tobacco, 
there has not been as much interest in w:inter legumes as would normaly 
be found in non-tobacco producing counties. 
Smal Grain: Smal grain acreage in the county this year, particularly 
oats, is larger than usual. More atention is being given to the im­
portance of good seed, early planting and adequate fertilizer. There 
should be more interest in smal grain from now on due to the fact that 
a seed cleaning and treating establishment is now located in our county. 
Annual Grazing: There has been more interest in annual grazing than ever 
before. We have urged our farmers to plant enough early annual grazing 
to take care of their catle and sw:ine on their fanns. More farms have 
annual grazing plots that have been in use from late September than ever 
15efore. 
Permanent Pastures: Renovating old pastures and establishing new ones 
has come in for considerable atention in Clarendon County this year. 
The acreage of improved permanent pastures is gradualy increasing. Our 
beter fanners are now paying as much atention to the proper fertiliza­
tion and improvement of their pastures as they do to any other crop. 
Forestry Program: We have pushed the educational phase of the Forestry 
Program and have cooperated with the State Conmtlssion of Forestry during 
the year. The importance of conserving our forests products has been em­phasized at regular intebvals. 
AIllonium Nitrate for Pastures and A1U1ual Grazing: We cooperated with the 
Clarendon County Agricultural CommiEtee in delivering 50 tons of T. V. A. 
armnonium nitrate to 48 Clarendon County farmers for demonstrational pur­poses. This is a new undertaking in our county. 
Surplus Irish Potatoes: 4020 one hundred pound bags of surplus irish po­
tatoes were distributed to Clarendon County farmers. The farmers who re­
ceived these potatoes were given information as to how best to prepare 
the potatoes for catle and swine consumption. 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS 
Outlook Meetings: A county-wide fann planning meeting was held in the 
county during the year. Community outlook meetings were held after the county-wide meeting. 
Cooperation with Farm Credit Organizations: The agents cooperated with 
the Farmers Home Administration, Sumter-Clarendon Production Credit Asso­
ciation, local banks, and the Federal Land Bank in an atempt to establish sound credit in the county. 
Complete Fann Records: Two complete farm records were kept by Clarendon 
County farmers in 1948. Almost al of our fanners keep some form of record 
but they have not yet been atracted to the record book furnished by Clemson to any great extent. 
AGRICU:t1l'URAL ENGINEERING 
Tractor Schools: Three tractor schools were conducted in the county during 
t 
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the yeax. Atendance at these schools was good and farmers seemed to 
have gained a lot of information from the discussions. 
Soil Conservation Service: There are trree agencies in the county that 
take part one way or another in Soil Conservation namely, Extension Ser­
vice, Production & Marketing Administration and the Federal Soil Conser­
vation Technician. 
AGRONOMY 
Sweet Potatoes: Only a few acres of sweet potatoes are produced for market 
in Clarendon County. There are, however, indications that the acreage of 
this crop wil be expanded in future years. 
Coton: Approximately 35,000 acres of coton were producted in Clarendon 
County in 1948. Perhaps 90% of this acreage was planted to Coker's 100 Wilt resistant variety. The maj ori ty of our farmers use Ceres an -treated 
seed. 
Five-Acre Coton Contest: Sixteen farmers completed records in the Coton 
Improvement Contest this year. Interest has been great in this contest 
since county prizes have been offered. 
Corn Production: Corn is a major crop in our county. Our farmers plant 
around 42,000 acres each year. About 100,000 bushels of corn is marketed 
by our farmers annualy and the remainder is used on the farm. 
Hybrid Corn: (Variety Tests) In an effort to find a hybrid corn variety suitable to our county, a number of eybrids were planted during the year. 
Yield tests comparisons were made using N. C. 27 and McCurdy1s hybrids. 
Corn Fertilization Demonstrations: Two farmers conducted corn fertilization 
demonstrations using the farmer Is usual plan on one acre and varying amounts 
of fertilizer, row and dril spacing on the other. 
SMALL GRAIN 
Oat Production: While oat production in Clarendon County is increasinga litle 
most of the oats grown in the county are used for feed on the farm. Should 
acreages of coton be substantialy reduced in the near future, we may expect 
an increase in oat production in Clarendon County since we are able to pro­
duce oats µ::ebi;s at a profit. 
Wheat Production: Only a few acres of wheat are produced in Clarendon County. 
However, we do have many farms in our county which can produce high yields 
of wheat. The fact that fanners find coton more profitable probably accounts 
for the low wheat acreage. 
LEGUMES FOR HAY 
Lespedeza: The importance of Kobe lespedeza, as a hay crop, is increasing 
every year. More fanners find lespedeza economical to produce and, also, 
that it makes hay of excelent quality. 
Alfalfa: Alfalfa, while grown only to a limited extent in Clarendon County 
by farmers who are wiling to give it the necessary atention, is grown suc-
cessfuly in our county. 
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Permanent Pastures: The acreage and quality of permanent pastures is 
increasing every year in our county. More atention is being given to 
proper fertilization and correct grazing and legume mixtures. 
Fescue: Kentucky 31 and .lta fescue are beginning to become more and 
more popular with our farmers each year. Our first plantings were made 
in 1947 by 20 farmers. It is estimated that 75 farmers made plantings 
this year. 
Annual Grazing: Annual grazing has come in for wide atention this 
year. Dairy and beef catle growers have done a fine job providing 
annual grazing for their animals this year. Heavy seeding and ample 
fertilizer along with early planting seem to be the key to their success 
with our annual grazing prcg ram. 
Barley: Only a smal acreage of barley is planted in Clarendon County 
each year. The smal acreage planted is used largely in mixtures of oats 
and eye grass. 
Grain Sorghums: A smal acreage of grain sorghum is produced in the county 
each year. It is used mainly as a grazing crop for winter. We tried to 
make our plantings late enough for the sorghum to mature just about the 
time of the first kiling frost. Hegari and Martin's Combine Milo are the 
two varieties generaly used by our farmers. 
Cover Crops: Austrian Winter and Dixie Wonder peas are the principal cover 
crops grown in Clarendon C ounty. 
Pearmts: Peanuts do not hold a prominent place in Clar.endon County agri­
culture. 
TOBACCO 
Six thousand acres of tobacco was produced in Clarendon County in 1948. 
The average yield per acre was estirnat. ed at 1125 pounds. It is the second 
money producing crop in our county. 
Tobacco aphid control survey: Aphids appeared in mostobacco fields in 
Clarendon County during the year. The damage was not serious. Control 
measures used were largely confimed to T  E  P  P and 10% D. D. T. 
Weed Control in Tobacco Plant Beds: The principal weed control measures in tobacco plant beds consist of Cyanamid and Uramon. Satisfactory results 
have been obtained. 
Tobacco Blue Mold Control: Blue mold appears on almost every tobacco plant 
bed in Clarendon County. Ferm.ate dust or spray is a satisfactory control 
measure. Litlechmage results to our plant beds when they are properly 
treated. 
Tobacco Fertilizer Demonstrations: Tobacco fertilizer demonstrations were 
conducted in 1948 to compare results obtained by side dressing with soda 
and sulphate of potash and by sulphate of potash mangnesium alone. 
Rested Tobacco Land Demonstrations: One demonstraticn was conducted in 
the county during the year to ilustrate the difference in rested or idle 
land and land cultivated each year. Results obtained indicate that it pays to leave land idle at least one year prior to using it for tobacco. 
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ANIMAL HUSBA.NDRY 
Efforts have been made to improve the catle and swine produced in 
Clarendon County during the year. These efforts consisted of placing 
purebred animals on more farms as foundation stock and improve swine 
sanitation and proper feeding methods. 
Hog marketing: 290 farmers shipped a total of 11 cars consisting of 1080 hogs weighing 214,390 lbs. for a gross return of $49,203.58. 
Beef Catle: Beef catle producticn in Clarendonoounty is increasing 
each year. Hereford is the predominating type of beef catle. 
Steer Feeding Demonstrations: One farmer conducted a demonstraticn on 
feeding our 42 feeder steers. 
Milking Shorthorns: A few Milking Shorthorn animals are found on the 
farms in Clarendon County. They meet with favor among fanners who feel 
that they need a litle more milk for calves in their herd. 
Dairying: Three dairies are now in operation in our county. Each of these 
dairies produce Grade A milk. The average size of the dairy herd is about 50 to 60 grade animals. 
Poultry: Poultry is of litle commercial value in our cainty. However, 90% of our 4000 fanns have home flocks. A few flocks are kept in vilages. 
Turkey Production: It is estimated that 1200 turkeys have been raised in 
the county this year. Mrs. S. J. Brogdon raised a flock of 900. A summary 
of Mrs. Brogdon's record on his turkey flock wil be found elsewhere in 
this report. 
ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY 
Treating Planting Seed: We believe that 90% of our coton farmers and 50% 
of our oat and wheat growers use treated seed each year. 
Bol Weevil Control: A few of our farmers used approved bol weevil con­
trol measures this year. Bol weevil infestation was very light in most 
sections of the county this year. Hence, the smal number of farmers who used control measure practices. 
Forestry: 54% of Clarendon County is made up of woodland. The annual in­
come of forests and forests' products is exceeded only by coton, tobacco and corn. 
Free Seedlings: Fourteen farmers in Clarendon County transplanted 150,000 seedlings during the year. 
Woodland examination and marking report: Eight Clarendon County farmers 
were assisted with woodland examination of 9962 acres. Twenty acres con­
taining 79990 bd. ft. were marked. 
Pine Seedling Planting Demo:nstraion: One pine seedling planting demonstra­
tion was conducted in December 1947 with 25 farmers in atendance. 
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4-H Club Work 
There were eighteen 4-H Boys' Clubs in the county in 1948 with a total 
enrolment of 361 members. 
4-H Club Camp: 59 4-H Club boys and four local leaders atended Camp 
at Camp Bob Cooper June 7th. through 11th. 
4-H County Council Meetigg: The District 4-H County Council Meeting was 
held at Camp BobCooper M.ay 29, 1948. Rebecca Brogdon was elected presi­
dent of the District Council for 1948-49. 
Raly Day & Officers Training Schools: A 4-H Raly Day and Officers 
Training School was held at the Manning High School Auditorium on Satur­
day, May 1, 1948, at 10 A. M. Three hundred clubsters and 30 visitors 
were in atendance. 
4-H Club Project Summary: 164 4-H club boys returned records on pro-
jects for the year. The total value redeived from these projects amounted 
to $12,553.50, total expense of $7100.86 showing a profit of $5452.64. 
Danforth Felowship Foundation Training Camp ward: Mack Witherspoon, Vice­
president of the Cla-endon Cbunty 4-H Gb.J.b Council, represented South Caroli.na 
4-H Clubs at the Youth Foundation Training Ca.mp near Shelby, Michigan. 
Horticulture 
Home Gardens: Almost al Clarendon County farm families had gardens this 
year. The majority of them vrere year round gardens. 4-H Club members 
are also active in garden work. 
Sweet Potatoes: The acreage of sweet potatoes in Clarendon County is smal. 
Most of the actual acreage being planted in 1/2 to 1 acre plots and used 
largely for home consumption. We have four commercial growers in the county 
namely, R. F. Horton, W. T. Snyder, H.B. Harrington and W. B. Davis, Jr. 
Two fanners conducted demonstrations showing the difference in yield of No. 1 
potatoes from vine cutings and from sprouts. 
EJectric Sweet Potato Plant Beds: Five farmers in Clarendon County have in­
staled electric hotbeds during the past year. Two or three farmers stil 
use fire heated hotbeds. We believe at this time electric plant beds are more satisfactory. 
Cucumbers: Approximately 400 acres of cuCUI!lbers were grown for market this 
year in the county. Most of the cucumbers went to a pickle concern. 
Tomatoes: It is estimated that not more than eight acres of commercial to­
matoes were produced in the county this year. 
Home Orchards: Very few farms in Clarendon County have adequate home or­
chards. There is, rowever, a growing interest in pecan production. Our 
farmers are aware of the fact that pecan trees provide good shade and that 
they usualy realize a good income from the sale of the P' cans. 
Marketing: Our marketing work consisted this year of aiding farmers in grad­
ing, packing and seling of surplus farm conunodities in the county. The 
Clarendon County Market Bureau provides a day by day market for almost any 
product produced as a side line on the farms of Clarendon County. 
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Production & Marketing Activities: Farm people have been advised as to 
the qualifications and benefits of certain practices offered by the Pro­
duction and Marl.£ting Administration Program. A summary of the Production 
& Marketing Activities is included in this report. 
Soil Conservation: Efforts have been continued to encourage al Clarendon County farmers to adopt both soil conserving and soil building practices 
in their farming program. The local Soil Conservation District has been 
especialy active in the field of drainage during 1948. 
County Fair: The agents gave strong support to the local County Fair in 1948. There was a nice showing of catle and swine. Plans are now under­
way to build a new catle shed to take care of the growing number of farm­ers who have indicated that they expect to show catle next year. 
County-wide Rat Control Campaign: Two Rat Eradication Campaigns were con­
ducted in the county during the year. A total of approximately 26oO lbs. 
of poisoned rat bait was distributed to Clarendon County farmers. 
Coton Improvement Association: Clarendon County farmers were assisted in 
organizing a Coton Improvement Association during 1948. 
Farm Organiza:ion: The Clarendon County Farm Bureau is the only independent 
farm arganizatim active in Clarendon County at this time. 
Publicity: Publicity work consisted of writing individual leters, circu­
lar leters, newspaper articles and distributing buletins. 
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1. County, Community and Neighborhood Organization of Volunteer Farm 
and Home Leaders: 
1. County Agricultural Connnitee: 
a. Statement as to how members were selected: 
A sub-commitee was caled in in 1936, consisting of a few repre­sentative farmers from different sections of the county, and this commitee nan:ed the members of the Planning Commitee. This Board has been revised each year. 
b. List of na.mes and addresses of members: 
Name 
F. E. DuBose M. R. Jackson Douglas McFaddin Joe Alderman C. W. Sprot 
N. Z • Andrews J. F. Grayson, Jr. Earl McFaddin 
Ray HcFaddin Belton Baker Edgar Baker H. H. Smiley 
Jim Thigpen Norman McFaddin 
J. M. Eaddy 
L. A. Brewer 
J. K. Du.Rant Forest Jordan 
J. C. Bti ton M. ·{. Rickenbaker Lawson McLeod 
L. E. Richardson . M. G. Hemingway D. u. Evans J.C. Philips M. L. Sauls H.B. Harrington W. J. Jackson Reginald Chewning Deveaux Carson 
R. R. Woods Joe Witherspoon Mrs. A. P. Brailsford 
Mrs. Hugh McFaddin Mrs. Earl McFaddin Mrs. S. J. Brogdon Mrs • R. E • Wels 
Mrs. Nina McFaddin 
Mrs. D. M. Evans 
Address 
Gable, S. c. Manning, S. c. R#l New Zion, S. c. 
lcolu, S. c. Summerton, s. c. Manning, S. C. R#l Sunnnerton, S. C. Sardinia, S. c. Sardinia, S. c. New Zion, S. C. New Zion, s. c. 
New Zion, S. c. 
Lake City, s. C. R#l 
New Zien, s. c. Manning, S. C. 
Manning, S. C. R#4 Gable, S. c. Gable, s. c. 
Alcolu, S. c. R#2 Summerton, S. c. Manning, s. c. Summ.erton, S. C • Summerton, s. c. 
New Zion, S. c. 
Manning, S. C. R#4 Manning, S. C. Manning, S. C. Manning, S. C. R#l Manning, S. C. B/15 Summerton, s. c. New Zion, s. c. Gable, s. c. Summerton, S • C. 
New Zion, S. c. Sardinia, S. C. Alcolu, S. c. 
Manning, S • C. R#4 Manning, S. C. R#l New Zion, S. C. 
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(a) Sub-Commitees of County Agricultural Commitee: 
Commitee 
Assistance to 
Veterans: 
Marlee ting: 
Nutrition: 
Fa.rm Labor: 
4-H Club: 
Name 
S. J. Brogdon M. R. Jackson 
Jim Thigpen 
F. E. DuBose James Grayson. H.B. Harrington # 
Address 
Alcolu, s. c. 
Manning, S. C. R#l 
Lake City, S •  C • B./11 
Gable, S. c. Summerton, s. C. 
Manning, S. C. 
Mrs. S • J. Brogdon Alcolu, S. C. 
Mrs. R. E. Wels Manning, S. C. R#4 Mrs. A. P. Brailsfad. Summerton, S. c. 
R. R. Woods 
M. W • Rickenbaker 
M. L. Sauls 
Mrs. D. M. Evans 
Mrs.A.P.Brailsford Ben Alderman 
F. E. DuBose 
Joe Alderman 
New Zion, S. C. 
Summerton, s. C. 
Manning, S. C. 
New Zion, S. c. 
Summerton, s. c. 
Alcolu, S. C. 
Gable, S. C. 
Alcolu, S. C. 
c. Ful and comprehensive statement of duties and responsibilities: 
Assist agents in formulating a County Program of Work and make recommendations as to the kind am amount of extension projects 
necessary to carry out this program. Also, assist in carrying 
out post war activities. 
2. Community Agricultural Commitees and Neighborhood Leaders: 
a. List of names of communities organized, and under each community the number of neighborhoods organized for the conduct of the agri­cultural program: 
Community Neighborhoods Leaders 
Barrineau 2 5 Turbevile 4 12 New Zion 4 12 Gable 3 8 OakdaJ.e 2 5 DuRa.nts 2 6 Baywood 2 5 Alcolu 3 5 Manning 5 16 Home Branch 3 7 Silver l 3 Paxvile 4 10 Remini 3 7 St. Paul 1 10 Mt. Zion Rosenwald 2 4 Davis Station 2 5 
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Connnunity Agricultural Commitees and Neighborhood Leaders 
Continued: 
Community 
Jordan Bloomvile Foreston Wilson Brewington St. Marks Rosenwald 
Neighborhoods 
3 1 
3 1 
3 3 
Leaders 
10 
3 6 4 6 
7 
3. Different Programs or Campaigns handled through voluntary leaders 
in 1948: 
1. General Farm Program: The principal crops grown in Clarendon County in 1948 were coton, tobacco and corn. The tobacco acreage for the 
cormty, after a 28% reduction in acreage from 1947, amounted to approx­imately 6000 acres. The 1948 coton acreage was approximately 35,000 acres showing a gain of about 3000 acres over 1947, The increase in 
coton acreage was due in a large to reduction in tobacco acreage. The 
com acreage in the county is approximately 40,000 acres. This acreage 
remains almost constant yea:r after year. Extension activities were 
centered to a great extent on the production of these three major crops; 
In the case of coton, special emphasis was placed on the use of good seed, proper fertilization and bol weevil rontrol measures which includ­
ed the three or four main poisons recommended by our Experiment Stations. 
It is difficult to place a value on results obtained from improved prac­
tices, especialy, the benefit of bol weevil control measures because 
of the fact that the 1948 weather conditions in Clarendon County were almost ideal for coton production. Tobacco farmers were, of course, constantly informed along the lines of soil types, most suitable kinds 
and amounts of commercial fertilizers and disease and insect control. 
Again weather conditions were very favorable for tobacco production and 
an excelent crop of tobacco was produced. The principal disturbing 
factor in the production of this year•s tobacco crop was the appearance 
of aphids in the tobacco fields prior to harvesting. In general, damage resulting to tobacco by aphids was very light. Our specialists were especial'.cy alert and recommended aphid control measures which seemed to help a great deal. However, tobacco farmers are not yet satisfied with 
measures to protect their tobacco crop against this new pest. 
Special emphasis was given to the problem of increasing corn production 
in the county during the year. A county-wide corn contest was sponsor­ed by various business men in the county with approximate'.cy one hundred 
farmers taking part. Many of the contestants didnot obtain yields that were outstanding. However, we believe that enough farmers folowed the 
recommendations of close spacing, shalow and infrequent cultivations 
and high fertilization and obtained yields that were outstanding enough 
to influence a great number of farmers to adopt their new improved pro­
duction practices this coming year. 
Some significant changes are coming in to effect year by year in Clar­endon County agriculture. More and more farmers are seeding permanent 
grazing plots and planting annual grazing each year. This, of course, 
indicates that more livestock wil be found on our farms next year. 
There has been more interest in the conservation of present forested 
areas and in the planting of cut over lands to young seedlings. We 
2. 
3. 
4. 
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have tried to demonstrate leadership in the improvement in changes that have occurred in the General Farm Program in Clarendon County 
al along the way. Demonstrations by farmers are used as teaching 
aids and, of course, infonnation from the Experiment Stations direct­
ly through our Experiment Stations has been passed on to our farmers at every opportunity through personal contact, circular leters, per­sonal leters, newspaper articles and occasional announcements by 
cooperating Radio Stations. 
We, also, con:lucted a county-wide outlook meeting on January 30 with 156 farmers II' esent. Mr. J. T. Lazar and Mr. J. M. Lewis took part on 
this program. The county-wide outlook meeting was folowed by several community meetings. 
Food Conserving Program: The farmers of Clarendon County now have 
ample space for conserving pork and beef. The Clarendon County Refrig­
eration & Locker Corporation offers meat cuting and curing services in 
addition to Locker space for fresh meats. Fresh -egetables may also be stored by fa.rm people. Two community locker plants -one at Turbevile and one at.Gable -are in operation. These smal cooperative plants 
provide oricy' storage space for fresh pork, beef and poultry but the 
lockers are family size and usualy one locker, which costs $15.00 per 
year, wil take care of the average family. There are three canneries in operation in the county. Since storage facilities for meats are 
now available, the principal items carmed include tomatoes, string beans, 
buter beans and soup mixtures. Then, of course, a number of our farm­ers have purchased home freezers. Fresh meats can be kept on hand throughout the year right in the home. Ve have encouraged the use by farm people of these facilities. Instructions on butchering and prepar­ing products for canning and curing or to be kept fresh have been given 
to many farm people during the year. The old practice of home curing 
meat is stil pacticed to some extent by most of our farmers. We have 
tried to pass on to this group any information that might be helpful to them on butchering and curing meat. 
Assistance to Veterans: We have tried to keep advised on the benefits that ex-service men are entitled to and have offered advice, suggestions 
and general information to al veterans requesting it during the year 
and, in addition, we have atended meetings of the Veterans Training 
Classes. 
Lime & Superphosphate Program: ApproximateJ.y six hundred farmers in 
Clarendon County took part in the lime and superphosphatet,rogram in 
the county receiving assistance from the Production & Marketing Admin­
istration. Orders were fil~d for 1950 tons of sup:3rphospate and 1100 tons of lime. Farmers were assisted in determining the lime needs 
based on soil analysis and the crop to be planted on the soil. Most of the lime and superphosphate obtained by our farmers were used on perma­nent pasture lands. $41,ooo.oo was given to Clarendon County farmers 
through the Production & Marketing Administration Program this year. 
5. Winter Legumes: Fewer farmers have planted winter legumes this year. We have tried to encourage the planting of Austrian Vfinter peas and 
Dixie Wonder peas for soil-building purposes in view of the fact that 
commercial fertilizers continue to be scarce and are high in price. We have, however, had the problem of advising farmers in the tobacco section 
to refrain from planting winter legumes on land intended for tobacco 
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within the next year' or two. Al farmers planting legumes have been advised to plant as early as possible and turn the crop under 
as early as possible to avoid possible damage to crops to be plant­
ed on the land during the coming year. 
6. Smal Grain: Special emphasis has been placed on the importance of planting smal grain, particularly oats, this year. Yields of oats when proper~ fertilized are good in our county and a hay crop can 
be produced folowed by a smal grain crop. Much of our smal grain 
is used at home for feed while a Jew of our farmers are producing 
grain on a commercial scale. We have emphasized the importance of 
obtaining good seed, fertilize the crop wel and ample seeding. 
A seed cleaning ani treating establishment is now:i.n operatim in the county. Fanners are being urged to produce enough seed from 
breeders foundation stock to take care of their planting needs year 
after year. 
7. Annual Grazing: To provide feed for extra livestock on the farm, farmers have been assisted with planting annual grazing. A common 
mixture for this county includes·oat.s, rye grass, barley or cornnon 
rye and vetch or Crimson clover, seeded at a total rate of al:out six 
bushels per acre early in the fal and fertilized with 400 to 600 lbs. of a complete fertilizer at planting time and top dressed once or twice at the rate of approximately 200 lbs. of Nitrate of Soda or its equiva­lent per acre for each application. It has been demonstrated this year that annual grazing plots can be seeded early enough to be ready for 
grazing by October 1 -15. Indications are that by making heavy seed­
ings and the application of the necessary plant food that we can graze 
twice as many catle per acre and get two or three months extra gra~ing 
per acre. 
8. Permanent Grazing: A great deal of work has been done to improve perma­nent pastures that are also seeded as wel as to encourage the planting 
of new pastures. We have urged al farmers woo have permanent sods al­
rea~ established to fertilize them liberaly tWi.ce a year and mow the 
weeds at least once a year if necessary and the importance of not over­grazing any plot has been stressed. Farmers planting new areas have 
been assisted in selecting the right combination of grasses and legumes 
on the proper soil type and the correct amount of lime and commercial 
fertilizer to be applied. A relatively new permanent grazing grass 
known to our farmers as Fescue is being planted by more and more farmers each year. We har,e recommended and assisted our farmers in planting a Fescue acreage in connection with their regular permanent pasture acre­
age in order that they may have pennanent grazing throughout the year. 
9. Forestry Program.: Educational work in forestry has been accomplished through selective cuting, timber estimating, planting of seedlings, 
marking timber, fire control and cooperating with al agencies concern­ed. These include our Extension Foresters and the State Commission of 
Forestry. The income from forests products in Clarendon County ranks 
fourth or fifth in comparison with income from other farm sources. There­fore, in our news articles, personal contacts, circular leters and per­sonal leters, we have given a great deal of atention to FoDestry work. 
10. Ammonium Nitrate for Pasmres and Annual Grazing: The County Agricul­
tural Commitee supervised the placing of fifty tons of T. V .A. Ammonium 
Nitrate with 48 Clarendon County farmers to be used for demonstration pur-
poses on annual grazing and :i;:ermanent pastures during the 1948-49 season. 
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This activity was in cooperation with Extensicn Service and 
T. V. A. Authorities. 
l. Surplus Irish Potatoes: Clarendon County farmers received 4020 
lOO lb. bags of surplus irish potatoes to be used as feed for live­
stock. The farmers receiving these potatoes gave estimates as to 
the value of irish potatoes as a feed. As a general practice, the 
potatoos were cooked prior to feeding them to the animals. Most 
reports received from farmers who fed these potatoes were favorable. 
/ 
, 
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS 
Agricultural Economics 
Outlook Meetings: ( Joint with Home Agent) A county-wide farm planning meet­
ing was held in Manning onJanuary 30, 1948, with 156 Clarendon County farm 
people in attendance. The purpose of this outlook meeting was to bring to 
~larendon County people information on which they could profitably base their farming operations in 1948. 
Mr. J. T. Lazar, District Extension Agent, was the principal speaker. Mr. 
Lazar discussed the economic outlook for the principal crops grown in Claren­
don County an:l. urged farmers to do everything possible to produce higher yields 
and hold their cost to a minimum. He very vividly pointed out the rising cost 
of productim on our farms an:l. the possibility of slight decreases in the gross 
income on al farms. He outlined the protection that farmers had on basic com­
modities such as coton and tobacco and pointed out the importance of adhering 
strictly to acreage alotments on any crop on which the acreage is aloted dur­ing the year. 
Mr. J.M. Lewis, Tobacco Specialist, discussed fuly the position of the tobacco 
farmer at this time and provided miniature plant bed demonstrations on which he 
demonstrated the use of fennate for control of tobacco blue mold. 
Miss Helen Holstein, District Extension Home Agent, of Winthop Colege, discuss­
ed the outlook for the home briefly. She cautioned those present to use care­
ful judgment an:l selection of household articles. She pointed out that man_r articles of inferior quality had found their way into the markets during the war 
years and even though they were priced high quite often their relative values 
were very low. 
One of the most interesting features of the outlook meeting was the farmers' 
panel discussion led by Mr. J. M. Eaddy, a farmer of Marning. These farmers 
told in their own words the probems which seemed greatest to them am. outlined 
for the group how they expected to meet such problems during 1948. The theme 
of the farmers panel discussion was "Up with production -down with cost". 
Cooperation with Farm Credit Organizatioos: 
The agents cooperated with these Credit Organizations: The Farmers Home Ad.mini­
stration which takes the place of Farm Security and Seed Loan, the Sumter Pro­
duction Credit Association and the Federal Farm Loan Association. 111 of these 
organizations, with the exception of the Production Credit, have offices in the 
agricultural building and are easily contacted when credit assistance is needed 
for farmers. It is often, we as a group, discuss the problems of the borrowers 
and the general agricultural condition of the county. 
Fa1"118rs Home Ad.ministraticn clients were assisted and encouraged to use pedigreed 
planting seed and to supply the correct analysis and amount of fertilizer to their 
particular crops. They were also urged to adopt a "Live-At-Home" program 100% if possible. We also recommended that they retire the indebtedness on their farms 
and vo rk stock just as faet as possible during this year of high cash farm re­
ceipts. 
The Federal Fann Loan Association maintains an office in the Agricultural Build­
ing at least two daJper month for the convenience of farmers. There is very 
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litle money being put out in Clarendon County by this organization at this 
tille. Excessive prices of farm lands which are offered fer sale is the main 
factor which retards activities in this field. In other words, this organi­
zation is not wiling to make loans on farm lands at present prices. 
The folowing is a summary of production loans made for 1947: 
Agency No. Borrowers Amount of Loan 
Farmers Home Ad.ministration 591 $172,430.00 
Sumter Production Credit Association 264 $275,205.98 
Total 855 $447,63$.98 
Complete farm records: Two complete farm records were kept by Clarendon 
County farmers in 1948. However, one farmer made changes in his system of 
keeping records which were not in line with the record keeping system of the 
Agricultural Economic section of the Extension Service. The record books 
furnished by the Extension Service are not readily accepted by our farmers. 
By this we do not mean that the systan is wrong but it wil take time to get 
our farmers to discontinue the use of their ovm system of keeping records 
and adopt a new system. The record kept as outlined by the Extension Service 
wil be submited to the Agricultural Economics Personnel. 
Agricultural Engineering 
In our Agricultural Engineering work, we atempted to furnish farmers the 
most up-to-date information possible, both through literature, circular let­
ters and through demonstrations. 
The folowing farm building and equipment plans were furnished our farmers during the year: 
Plan or Demonstration 
Farm barn 
Dairy barn 
Hog house 
Hog self-feeders 
Government-type sweet potato curing house 
Tobacco barns for curing sweet potatoes 
other type houses used for curing sweet 
potatoes 
Box-type silos 
other farm buildings 
Fire-heated hotbeds 
Total 
No. 
5 1 
1 
8 
2 5 
1 
2 15 
2 
42 
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Tractor Schools: In view of the fact that so many of our tractor owners 
and operators are inexperienced in the operation and maintenance of trac­
tors, three tractor schools were conducted in the county during the year. 
The atendance at these meetings was good in relation to the number of 
tractor owners as have in the county. At these meetings, particular empha­
sis was placed on the importance of wel trained tractor operators. Special 
emphasis was also placed on the proper maintenance of tractors. A very 
special effort was made to demonstrate and stress the importance of keeping 
the tractor as clean as possible, of lubricating it properly and making me­
chanical adjustments intended to increase efficiency of operation. 
In addition to these schools, we have passed on to farmers any helpful in­
formation that has become available to us on farm machinery. 
Soil Conservation Service: Two agencies in the county are set up specifical­ly to deal with the problem of Soil Conservation, namely the Production and 
Marketing Administration and the Clarendon County Soil Conservaticm District. 
The Production and Marlreting Administratim is actualy a disbursing agency 
and furnishes litle or no supervision or instruction to cooperators. Farm­
ers complying with certain specified conservation practices in Clarendon 
County during 1948 received $41,000.00 in Federal aid. This, of course, does 
not take into consideration benefits farmers received in the way of Price 
Supports. 
The Clarendon Soil Conservation District has been active largely in the 
field,_of drainage in pasture improvement during the year. As county agent 
it hise'tfor policy to keep farmers advised with regard to the service these 
two agencies offer. Farmers, with the aid of the Government as wel as 
higher farm incane, are becoming more conservation minded. Old ditches have 
been renovated. Several hundred acres of land has been drained by a canal 
cut by a dragline operated by the Clarendon Soil Conservation District. 
Fifty to sixty new farm plans have been writen this year by the Soil Con­
servation which brings the total of farms now under Soil Conservation plans 
in the county to approximately 390. We have continued our efforts to encour­
age conservation practices just the same that we did before either of these 
agencies were in existence. Hovrever, as we have pointed out, more conserva­
tion practices are being put on the farm in the county because of the finan­
cial aid offered by the U. s. Government. 
There has also been an increase in the acreage of improved permanent pastures 
and armual grazing during the year. Our beter farmers are also growing cover 
crops to take a lot of the load of fertilizer costs off their shoulders and, also, otherwise to build their land. 
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Agronomy 
Coton and tobacco are the chief cash crops in Clarendon County. The 
acreage of coton in Clarendon County this year was approximately 35,000 
acres which represents a increase of about 3000 acres over 1947. Bol 
weevil damage was not at al severe this year and, also, yields of coton 
through the county were the highest that we have seen in many years. Some 
credit for this yield's increase should also be given, according to farmers 
using them, to bol weevil poisons -largely benzene hexichloride plus 
D.  D. T., toxaphene and chlorodane. The B. H. c. -D.  D. T. mixture was 
used more than any other type of poison and was given more favorable comment 
from the farmers. 
The tobacco acreage in Ckendon Cotmty was reduced to 58o5 acres after farm­
ers took an acreage cut of about 28%. Despite the 28% reduction, our farm­
ers marketed about 90% as much tobacco as they marketed in 1947. Prices were 
good and the average yield per acre in the county is estimated at about 1125 
pounds. This showed an average increase per acre in poundage of between 75 
and 100 lbs. over 1947. It is because of the importance of these two crops 
to the economical wel being of our people that a conserted effort is made 
every yea:r to improve the quality a:rl yields of these crops and increase the 
income obtained fran them. Our fanners select their tobacco soil perhaps 
more carefuly than most men select automobiles or vomen household articles. 
They give special atention to the proper analysis and the pounds of ferti­
lizer to be used per acre. They study carefulzy insect and disease control 
measures and they are giving more atenticn to puting a wel sorted and 
packed crop of tobacco on the market each year. 
A special effort is made each year to encourage planting of at least enough 
smal grain to take care of the county needs and for grazing purposes. Many 
more farmers have planted smal gra:in mixtures for annual grazing this year 
than ever before. I might add here that this indicates a definite trend to­
ward increased livestock production and, especialy, the production of live­
stock at the lowest possible cost. New grazing crops al s:, come in for some 
atention such as Alta and Kentucky 31, Bahai grass, Ladino clover, rye grass 
and Crimson Clover mixtures. 
Sweet Potatoes: A crop of great importance in the county several years ago 
seemed to have taken the spot light with a few of our farmers during the past 
year while cucumbers, tomatoes and watermelons have practicaly passed out 
of the picture. 
Coton: 5-Acre Coton Improvement Contest: Sixteen fanners completed re­
cords in the 5-Acre Coton Improvement Contest this year. Yields of these 
contestants were particularly good from an average standpoint. Light damage was suffered from bol weevils. 
A summary of these completed records is given below: 
Name 
Frank Brunson 
W. J. Young 
T.  T. Langston 
Acres 
5 
5 
5 
Variety Fert. 
Cost 
Coker's 100 $106.65 
Coker's 100 112.82 
Coker' s 100 101.50 
Total Yield Cost seed coton 
$292.60 l475 
375. 86 11135 
362.25 10920 
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(5-Acre Coton Improvement Contest summary continued) 
Name Acres Variety Fert. Total Yield Cost Cost Seed Cot. 
w. J. Jackson 5 Coker's 100 $ 98.50 $308.60 8430 
J. c. Briton 5 Coker1s 100 102.25 295.80 8605 
c. w. Sprot 5 Cokerts 100 80.50 308.75 9665 
Richard Cousar 5 Coker' s 100 102.60 375.00 9955 
R. R. Woo~ 5 Coker1s 100 93.50 362.00 8835 
N. r. DuRant 5 Coker1s 100 96.60 374. 50 9405 
J. E. Milsap 5 Coker 1s 100 72.40 298.60 9535 
J. w. Bagnal 5 Coker1s 100 99.80 306.60 9700 
J. o. Bennet 5 Coker' s 100 88.60 298. 70 9210 
N. L. Lester 5 Coker1s 100 108.90 308.20 9940 
J. K. Brogdon 5 Coker1s 100 lJ.60 327.50 8700 
M. R. Jaclmon 5 Coker1s 100 98.80 318.50 936.5 
R. F. Hortm 5 Coker1s 100 106.50 286.82 8850 
Totals 80 $1585.52 $5200.28 153725 Average 5 $ 99.09 $ 325.01 9607 
Name Yield of Cost Value Value Profit lint Per Lint Seed Per A. per acre Acre Per A. Per A. 
Frank Brunson 865 $58.52 $268.15 $46.43 $256.06 
w. J. Young 801 75.17 248.31 46.31 219.45 
T. T. Langston 755 72.45 234.05 45.79 207.39 
w. J. Jacks en 598 61.72 185.38 35.32 158.98 
J. C • Briton 602 59.16 186.62 36.36 163.82 
c. w-. Sprot 674 61.75 208.94 40.88 188.07 
Richard Cousar 716 75.00 221.96 41.40 188.36 
R. R. Woods 627 72.40 194.37 37.01 158.98 
N. L. DuRart 696 74.90 215.76 38.51 179.37 
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(5-Acre Coton Improvement Contest Sunnnary Continued) Name Yields of Cost Value  Value Profit lint Per Lint Seed Per 
per acre Acre Per A. Per A. Acre 
J. E. Milsap 686 $59-72 $212.66 $39.65 $192. 59 
J. w. Bagnal 679 61.32 210.49 40.98 190.15 
J. o. Bennet 641 59.74 198.71 39."03 178.00 
N. L. Lester 705 61.64 218.55 41.66 198.57 
J. K. Brogdon 652 65.50 202.12 35.32 171.94 
11. R. Jackson 684 63.70 211. 73 38.64 186.67 
R. F. Horton 691 57.36 214.21 JS.OJ 191.88 
Totals 11071 $1040.05 $3432.01 $638.32 $3030.28 Average 692 $ 65.00 $ 214.50 $ 39.89 $ 189 .39 
It wil be noted that sixteen farmers completed records in the Clarendon 
County 5-Acre Coton Improvement Contest in 1948. Theaverage yield of 692 lbs. of lint coton is outstanding for this county. The contestants 
come from wh:l.t we might term average farms in the county and at least half 
of them have been making much less coton per acre each year. The race for 
top place in the contest this year seemed to atract a lot of atention. 
Al contestants used Coker1s 100 registered seed for planting purposes. 
Al of them fertilized heavily I believe. In most cases, where necessary, 
bol weevil control measures were used. The bol weevil situation was not 
too serious and most of the credit for the excelent yields of al contest­
ants this year, I believe, should go to improved seed, good cultural prac­
tices, sufficient fertilizer and excelent weather conditicns. 
Seed were valued at $65.00 per ton and the lint at 31¢ per pound in calcu­
lating the value of the crop. I have seen more progress made in coton im­
provement during the past three or four years through the Coton Improvement 
Contest that ever before. The fact that we have county winners now seems 
to stimulate more interest in the program. 
Corn Production: The corn acreage in Clarendon County this year is approxi­
mately 42,000 acres. With the exception of the Davis Station -Davis Cross 
Roads Communities, which suffered heavy damage to the corn crop from lack of 
rain, this county has again made a fair crop of corn from a yield standpoint. 
Corn, of course, is used on al farms in our county but it is also considered 
a cash crop by many of our farmers. Clarendon County farmers wil have, I 
believe, 75,000 to 100,000 bushels of corn to offer for sale this year. Our 
County average yield per acre is too low. However, some improvement is noted 
this year. 
We carried on in the county this year a Corn Improvement Contest. Approximate­
ly one hundred famers entered the contest l'li.th a far percentage completing 
,. 
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demonstrations. A few of the demonstrators are producing a litle CNer 
100 bushels of corn per acre - such yields are also unheard of in our 
county. However, the Corn Contest is having its effect in a wide way. 
Farmers in general now are beginning to accept the fact that we can econom­
icaly increase our corn yields by heavy fertilization, closer spacing and 
the use of high quality open polinated varieties or any Hybrid that is 
adapted to our county. We are stil waiting for a Hybrid corn that wil 
replace our open polinated varieties with higher yields. So far, contrary 
to reports that other counties in the State are now ready to abandon open 
polinated varieties for a Hybrid, we have not reached that point. 
The folowing is a summary of variety tests comparing open polinated com 
varieties with Hybrid corn varieties: 
Name 
J. G. Dinkins, Jr. 
J. G. Dinkins, Jr. 
J. C. McNair 
J. C. McNair 
Variety 
Lathan's 
Double 
N. c. 27 
Douthits 
Prolific 
N. C. 27 
Acres 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Dril Spacing 
1811 
1811 
Row 
Width 
3½' 
3½' 
Yield Per 
Acre 
106.5 
102. 
86 
82 
It wil be noted from the two demonstrations comparing Hybrid corn varie­
ties with open polinated varieties, that in both cases, there was a slight 
difference in favor of the open polinated varieties. Mr. McNair and Mr. 
Dinkins happen to be in the County Three-Acre Corn Improvement Contest and 
planted both the Hybrid and open polinated varieties treating both as near 
exactly the same as possible, from a standpoint of land preparation, plant­
ing date, dril spacing, row spacing, cultivation and fertilization. These 
plots in both cases were fertilized with 400 lbs. of 3-10-6 at planting time 
and sidecressed with an equivalent of 600 lbs. of Nitrate of Soda per acre 
in split applications. 
The folowing is a summary of the demonstration comparing two varieties of open polinated com: 
Nane Variety Acres Dril Row Yield Spacing Width Per A• 
R. B. Melette La than Is Double 5 2011 3½' 48.5 
R. B. Melete Douthit1s Prolific 5 2011 3½' 45.6 
Mr. Melete planted five acres each of Lathan1s Double and Douthit's Pro-
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lific. His soil type was the same, land preparation was the same, they 
were planted the same day, the dril spacing and row spacing were the 
same, the cultural practices were the same and each variety received the 
same amount of fertilizer. 
It is noted that Lathan1s Double gave a yield of 2.9 bushels per acre 
more than Douth1t1s Prolific. However, the Douthit Prolific is a litle harder grain and withstands weevil damage somewhat beter than Lathan Is 
Double. 
Hybrid Corn Variety Tests: The folowing is a SUJJ111ary of Hybrid Corn 
Variety tests conducted in the county this year. These tests are intended 
to show the difference between western hybrids and what might be termed 
as local hybrids. 
Name 
R. R. Woods 
R. R. Woods 
J. M. Witherspoon 
J.M. Witherspoon 
w. J. Young 
w. J. Young 
D. c. Plowden 
D. c. Plowden 
Acres Variety 
2 McCurd.ys 
2 N. C. 27 
2 
2 
5 
5 
3 
3 
McCurd,ys 
N. C. 27 
Woods 
N. C. 27 
McCu,rdys 
N. C. 27 
Row Dril Yield 
Width Spacing Per A. 
41 2011 42.4 
41 2011 49 • .5 
3½1 1811 44.5 
3½' 1811 51.5 
4½1 24" 32.5 
4½1 2411 34.8 
41 2411 29.5 
4, 2411 32, • .5 
While there was some difference in the fertilization, dril spacing and 
cultural practices and row spacing, in the case of each of the above con­
testants, the results obtained favor N. c. 27 over McCUrdys Hybrid and 
Woods Hybrid. We think that the demonstrations wil be of value even 
though the soil type, cultivation, fertilization, etc., varied somewhat 
among the contestants. These demonstrations represent just about what 
happens on al fanns in the county and indicate the inportance of obtain­ing local hybrids so far as possible. 
Corn Fertilization Demonstrations: The folomng is a summary of results 
obtained in high fertilization corn demonstrations by L.A. Brewer and 
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John K. Brogdon: 
Name Acres Planting Variety Ro-w Dril Date Spacing Spacing 
L.A. Brewer 1 April 10 Douthits Prolific 4½t 2811 
L. A. Brewer 1 April 10 Douthits Prolific 3½' 1811 
L. A. Brewer l April 10 Douthits Prolific 3½' 1211 
L. !. Brewer contirrued: Yield Cost Profit Profit 
Fertilizer Per A. Per Bu. Per Bu. Per A. 
200 -3-10-6 41.6 68.5¢ 81.5¢ $33.90 24 lbs. Nit. 
400 lbs. 3-12-13 61.2 70.2¢ 79.8¢ $48.83 80 tr Nit. 
400 I 3-12-12 69.3 72.4¢ 77.6¢ $53. 77 120 I Nit. 
Name Acres Planting Variety Row Dril Date Spac~ Spacing 
John K. Brogdon 1 April 15 N. C. 27 41 24" 
John K. Brogdon 1 April 15 N.C. 27 3½' 1811 
Jolm K. Brogdon 1 April 15 N. C. 27 3½' 1511 • 
John K. Brogdon continued: Yield Cost Profit Profit 
Fertilizer Per A. Per Bu. Per Bu. Per A. 
200 lbs. 3-10-6 25 $1.08 42¢ $10.50 20 I Nit. 
200 I 3-10-6 35 1.03 47¢ 16.45 Bo I Nit. 
200 I 3-10-6 50 .78 72¢ 36.oo 100 I Nit. 
• 
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It wil be noted that in the case of Mr. Brewer as the fertilizer used 
increased, the cost per bushel went up. However, it wil be noted tha~ the final profit per acre shows as the nunber of plants per acre wer~ in­
creased and the rate of fertilizer increased, there was a correspondlg 
increase in profit per acre obtained. With the increase in p~ofit begin­ning to cli.minish considerably after going beyond 80 lbs. of m.trogen per 
acre. 
In t'redemonstration by Mr. Brogdon, we find that as the rate of fertilizer 
and plants per acre were increased, the cost per bushel ~ecreased. ~here 
was a decided jump in profit per acre when the rate of ro.trogen applied 
was increased from 20 to 100 lbs. per acre. It wil be noted also that Mr. 
Brogdon only used 200 lbs. of a cooplete fertilizer while Mr. Brewer used 
400 lbs.at' complete fertilizer. 
Smal Grain 
Oat Production: Oat production for feed as grain and hay has consider­
ably increased in the last two years. This is due in part to the fact 
that a smal amount of labor is required and returns per acre are good 
whether used for hay or grain. Another factor which encourages oat pro­
duction is the fact that it produces winter grazing plus a hay or grain 
crop and the land planted to oats is usualy seeded to Kobe lespedeza for 
a fal hay crop. The .custom of controled grazing of oats in our county 
until late winter or early ~ring is very common. Famers too are using 
more fertilizer and are top dressing with nitrogen carrying materials when­
ever they are available. 
The folowing is a summary of oat denonstrations in our county which are 
intended to show the difference in Fulgrain and Victor Grain varieties -when 
harvested for grain: 
Name 
J. J. Hodge 
J. J. Hodge 
Rate of Seeding: 
Date of Seeding: 
Fertilizer : 
E. A. Stone 
E. A. Stone 
Rate of Seeding: 
Date of Seeding: 
Fertilizer: 
Acres Yield Cost 
Per A. Per A. 
20 42 $31.00 
20 48 32.50 
3 bushels per acre 
Nov. 10 
400 lbs. 3-9-9 and 200 lbs. 
10 46 
10 48 
3 bushels per acre 
Nov. 15 
$34.50 
34.75 
Profit Variety 
$27.80 Fulgrain 
34.70 Victor Grain 
Nitrate of Soda per acre 
$29.90 Fulgrain 
32.50 Victor Grain 
400 lbs. 3-9-6 and 175 lbs. Nitrate of Soda per acre 
' 
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(Summary Oat Production Demonstrations Continued) 
Name Acres Yield Cost Profit Variety 
J.M. Witherspoon 
J.M. Witherspoon 
Date Seeding: 
Rate of Seeding: 
15 
15 
Dec. 8 
Per A. Per A. 
38 
34 
$23.50 
22.75 
2½ bushels i:er acre 
$14. 50 Fulgrain 
11.25 Fictor Grain 
Fertilizer: 200 lbs. 3-10-6 and 100 lbs. Nitrate of Soda 
It 'Wi.11 be noted from the above demonstraticns that in al cases with 
the exception of one the Victor Grain variety of oats gave higher yields 
and greater profit per acre. 
In the case of Mr. Witherspoon where the Fulgrain seemed more profitable 
the oats were not closely grazed  over a longer period of time than in 
the case of Mr. Hodge and Mr. Stone. These records do show that, we can 
profitably grow oats in Clarendon County. There is also a trend among 
our farmers to control grazing on early planted oats and indications are 
where oats are not over grazed the final yield of grain is not reduced. 
Wheat Production 
The wheat acreage, while never planted on a large scale in Clarendon 
County, decreased in 1948. Yields, however, of wheat in Clarendon County 
are satisfactory and almost to a man we find fani.ers who plant wheat are 
making some profit. One drawback to wheat production in Clarendon County 
is the fact that there are many smal farms and the acreage of wheat that 
would normaly be planted is too smal to justify the purchasing of harvest­
ing equipment and custom workers do not find it profitable to travel from farm to farm harvesting smal acreages. 
The folowing is a sunnary of results obtained by three of our farmers who grew wheat this year: 
Name 
Hodge Bros. 
Herl ge Bros. 
Seeding rate: 
Seeding date: 
Fertili~er : 
Acres 
25 
25 
l½ bushels 
November 8 
Wheat Variety Tests 
Yields Cost 
Per A. Per A. 
25 bus. $37.25 
23 I 36.25 
400 lbs. 4-10-6 and 100 lbs. Soda 
Profit Variety 
Per A. 
$29. 75 Hardired 
26.75 Red Heart 
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(Wheal:. Variety Tests Continued) Name Acres Yield Cost 
Per A. 
Profit 
Per A. 
E. !. Stone 
E. A. Stone 
Seeding rate: 
Seeding date: 
15 
5 
5 pks. 
October 28 
Per A. 
30 bus. $31.20 $32.25 
25 " 29.50 
Fertilizer : 200 lbs. 4-10-6 and 150 lbs. Soda 
Mr. :u. G. Hemingway 30 26 bus. $30.25 $28.75 
Mr. M. G. Hemingway 10 24 fl 29.75 26.75 
Seeding rate: l½ bus. 
Seeding date: November 12 
Fertilizer . 200 lbs. 4-10-6 and 200 lbs. Soda 
Variety 
Hardired 
Red Heart 
Hardired 
Red Heart 
The above wheat variety tests indicate that Hardired wheat is a litle 
more profitable in our county than Red Heart. The results indicated 
in these three demonstrations are, we believe, in line with what the 
beter farmers of Clarendon County might expect from wheat planted by 
them. 
Legumes for Hay 
Lespedeza: The use of Kobe lespedeza for hay has increased perhaps 30 
to 35% over 1947. Lespedeza is easy to plant and is usualy planted on oats and lightly harrowed in during the month of February. The enter­
planting of lespedeza with oats does not reduce the yield of oats at al 
and when oats are harvested the lespedeza comes along to produce a good 
hay crop. No breaking of the land is necessary so the labor involved is 
not very great. Lespedeza meets with favor on most of our farms. It pro­
duces a very high quality hay. In the past, farmers have made the mistake, 
due to inexperience, of waiting until lespedeza becomes too woody or too mature 
before it is cut for hay. This mistake has been overcome to a large extent. This year the majority of our farmers cut their hay just about the right time. 
The fact that lespedeza, which has been kept reasonably free from weeds, can 
be cut and baled within 48 to 72 hours is one of the outstanding features of 
lespedeza for hay in this county, since other hay crops adapted to this section 
require much longer curing season before baling. I should not be surprised to 
see lespedeza replace cowpeas for hay-on almost al farms in the county which 
have land adapted to the productiJn of lespedeza. 
The planting of coW1Jeas for hay as wel as soybeans stil holds an important 
place in our hay program, due to the fact that not al farms have land suit­
able for the production of lespedeza in areas large enough to supply their hay 
needs. Another thing about cowpeas and soybeans, when it is time to cut hay 
they wil stand for a few days without becoming damaged. Another factor in 
favor of lespedeza is that in almost every case it out yields cowpeas for hay 
and also produces hay of excelent quality. 
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The folowing is a comparison of lespedeza aid cowpeas for hay on repre-sentative farms in Clarendon County during 1948: 
.. Comparison of Lespedeza and Cowpeas for Hay 
Yield Cost Profit Name Crop Acres Per A. Per A. Per A. 
R. R. Woods Lespedeza 5 2.5 tons $29.60 $65.75 
R. R. Vfoods Cowpeas 4 1.5 " 26.75 31.50 
c. w. Sprot Lespedeza 10 3 tons $35-50 $84. 50 
c. w. Sprot Cowpeas 5 1.5 I 25.50 35.00 
Ray McF addin Lespedeza 5 2. 5 tons $29.50 $69.50 
Ray McFaddin Cowpeas 6 1.5 II 25.40 39.60 
It wil be noted from the above records that in each case lespedeza pro­
duced a much higher yield per acre than the cowpeas -one farmer produc­
ing a yield of 2.5 tons of good hay per acre, at a profit of $65.75. No 
fertili~er was applied on any of these demonstrations. Lespedeza cost a 
litle more and requires a litle more labor but at the sametime, as wil 
be noted, yields per acre are higher and, also, profits per acre. 
A. long and caitinued warm season this year resulted in our farmers sav­
ing their hay crop, both lespedeza and cowpeas, with as litle loss as 
we have had in many years. 
Alfalfa: Alfalfa is grown to a very limited extent in Clarendon County. 
However, 40 to 50 acres are now being successfuly grown in the county. 
Mr. G. c. Sugg, of Alcolu, and Mr. s. E. Wolff, of Manning, are two ex­
~ples of farmers in Clarendon County who are doing a good job producing 
alfalfa. Mr. H. W. Shipman, of Manning, is also one of the pioneer grow­
ers. These men started in a smal way to produce alfalfa about 1940. 
Year after year, we learned through error some of the essentials about al­
falfa. We find that land planted to alfalfa should be in a very high state of cultivation and wel drained. Very liberal fertilization made up of 
three applications per year is necessary for best results. As a general 
thing, we tried to use 600 to 800 lbs. of 3-9-9 per acre and top dressed 
with 300 to 400 lbs. of Muriate of Potash -50 lbs. of Borax is added each year until a soil analysis indicates the Boran content of the soil is at 
its best for alfalfa. Then, of course, it is necessary to keep constant 
check on the soil to prevent shortage of Boran. 
Referring again to the fertilizer, our farmers usualy apply one applica­
tion in late fal or early winter and the other two applications folow­
ing the first and second cultivations. The growing of alfalfa so far as 
most of our farmers are concerned is looked upon as a hobby. I doubt that 
we shal see a tremendous increase in the alfalfa acreage in our county un­
less some radical change in our present agricultural situation is made in 
the county. Then, too, another drawback is the fact that we do not have 
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available a very large acreage of land suitable for alfalfa produc­
tion. 
The folowing sUJlllary of results wi. th alfalfa in Clarendon County 
is submited as a mater of information: 
Alfalfa for Hay 
Name Crop Acres Planting Seeding Number Date Rate Per A.Cutings 
s. E. Wolff Alfalfa 12 Sept. 25' 35 3 
G. C. Sugg Alfalfa 8 Sept. 18 JO 4 
S. E. Wolff & G. C. Sugg summary continued: 
Yield Cost Profit 
Name Per A. Per A. Per A. 
s. E. Wolff 4 tons $66.50 $93.50 
G. c. Sugg 3½ n 62.50 87.50 
It wil be noted from the above summary that Mr. Wolff got three cut­
tins, producing 4 tons per acre with a profit of $93.50 per acre while 
Mr. Sugg received four cutings and J½ tons per acre at a profit of 
$87.50. Another factor in favor of alfalfa in our county is the fact 
that it can be lightly grazed by catle, poultry and swine from October 
15th. to around March 1st. It seems that when grazing is controled, 
that it does not in anyway, reduce the yield of hay the folowing summer. 
There is no question that alfalfa is a hay of good quality. It is re­
lished by al of our most common livestock and is an important ingredient 
when properly manufactured in poultry and turkey feed. On a smal scale it might pay more farmers to grow alfalfa. The few farmers producing it 
now find a ready sale for top quality and leafy hay to mils manufactur­
ing poultry feed. 
Permanent Pastures 
More arrl beter pastures seem to be the goal of Clarendon County farm­
ers. In 1947, twenty-eight farmers were assisted in establishing 162 
acres of permanent pastures. In 1948, forty-two farmers have been as­
sisted in the establishment of approximately 225 acres of permanent pas­
tures. We are making every effort to properly guide our fanners in the 
selection of the roost desireable soil types, the best fertilizer prac­
tices and the correct mixture to use and the proper preparation of the 
land before planting. As never before our farmers look at the business 
of providing pastures for their livestock in a very serious atitude. 
After the pasture is established, the practice of fertilizing the pasture 
freely once, and in some cases, twice a year, mowing for weed control and 
the sowing of extra seed where thin ~ ots occur in the pasture, is very 
common. 
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For the past two years, we have conducted two pasture management demon­strations in the county. A summary of the observations on these pastures 
folows: 
Observations: Pasture Demonstraticn 
County: Clarendon 
Farm: Ray McF addin Location: 1/2 mile South of Sardinia Soil type: Norfolk Upland or Botomland: Medium 
Da.te established: February 1947 
Date checked: 8/15/48 Observed: W. H. Craven Other observers: S. A. Redfearn & A. D. Grainger 
Ei 90-100 VG: 80-90 G: 70-80 S: 60-70 P: 40-60 F: Failure -None 
Plot Grasses Legumes 
No. Treatment 
(Check) No fertilizer Dalis Av. White Dutch Clover, Lespedeza AV 
VG  VG 
300# 3-9-9 100# Potash per acre VG VG 
Condition 
Plot No. Vigor 
Check G 
E 
JOO# 3-9-9 100# Potash per acre 
Weeds 
s 
E 
Observations: Pasture Demonstration 
County: Clarendon Fann: Cecil McFaddin Location: 2 miles North of Sardinia Soil Type: Norfolk 
Upland or Bot tomland: Medium 
Date established: February 1947 
Date check: 8/15/48 Observed: W. H. Craven 
Av. 
G­
E 
Other observers: S. A. Redfearn and A. D. Grainger 
VG E VG.1-
VG E 
Average 
Rating 
G 
E 
VG 
E; 90-100 VG: 80-90 G: 70-80 S: 60-70 P: 40-60 F: Failure -None 
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!Grasses Legumes Plot No. Treatment 
Check No. fertilizer Dalis AV. White Dutch Clover Lespedeza 
300# 3-9-9 100# Potash per acre 
Plot No. 
Check 
300# 3-9-9 100# Potash 
per acre 
Vigor 
G 
E 
VG VG VG E 
VG VG VG E 
Condition 
Average 
Weeds AV. Rating 
s G- G 
E- E E 
AV VG .1._ 
VG 
Remarks: These two pastures are outstanding examples of what even moderate 
applications of fertilizer wil do to increase the grazing value of pastures. 
The information in the above sunnnary on results obtained have convinced the 
Messrs. McFaddin that fertilization of pastures paid. Both of these plots 
had been seeded for three years but litle atention had been paid to proper 
fertilization and weed control. Catle were grazed on these two plots from 
about April 1st. to November ah., and even today, if it were necessary, sane 
grazing could be provided by them. 
The McFaddins, for the past year, have made a special effort to analyze pas­
ture needs, if successful pastures are to be had, and tray list the folowing 
essentials: (1) Selection of a wel-drained fertile moist soil; (2) Thorough 
preparation of the soil; (3) Puting in seed with a cultipacker; (4) Seeding 
of recommended mixture consisting of Dalis grass, Common Lespedeza, Kobe Les­
pedexa, White Dutch Clover and Ladino Clover; (5) Liberal use of lime, super­
phosphate and potash; ( 6) To stay within the bounds of the reasonable grazing 
capacity of any permanent pasture. 
Fescue 
1947 marked the beginning of Alta and Kentucky 31 Fescue plantings in Claren-
don County. We have a record of twenty farmers who made plantings of .Uta 
and Kentucky 31 plantings during 1947. These planti~ s have been very encour­aging and have atracted wide atention during the past year. We made an ef­
fort to get farmers planting fescue in 1947 to carefuly control their grazing 
during the first spring and summer. A few disregarded such advice and destroy­
ed their stands while others, 'l'lho controled their grazing, came through with 
a good stand this fal, providing excelent grazing since about September 15th. 
It appears that we shal get seven months grazing at least from fescue. This 
grazing comes in the fal and winter when permanent pastures would be almost 
out of the picture. 
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As has been pointed out, interest in Alta arl Kentucky 31 Fescue is in­creasing. It is estimated that the acreage seeded this fal is approxi­
mately five times as great as the first year plantings. A good many 
catle growers are planting fescue in plots about the same size as their 
regular permanent pastures. In this way, they feel that they can have 
permanent grazing twelve months out of the year. 
Annual Grazing 
There is more annual grazing planted in Clarendon County than I have seen 
in years past. Mr. S. E. Wolff, of Manning, and John Brogdon, of Alcolu, 
are two examples of farmers who planted their grazing in early September 
using three bushels of oats, two bushels of rye, forty pounds of vetch and 
forty pounds of canmon rye grass per acre, fertilized at the rate of 600 
lbs. of 4-10-6 per acre at planting time. These farmers wil also top dress these grazing plots at the rate of 200 to 300 loo. of Nitrate of Soda 
or its equivalent per a.ere two or more times. The interesting thing aboug, 
this heavy seeding mixture and the early planting date and high fertiliza­
tion is that grazing these plots were started about October 10th. and no 
damage from aphids has been suffered to this date while later planted plots 
on the same farm is suffering to some extent from aphid damage. It seems 
that these early planted plots were so far advanced before the aphid season 
cal!le that they were able to withstand its damage. 
In addition to protecticn from aphids, these farmers wil get about twice 
as many months of grazing as farmers who wait until November to make plant­
ings. 
Annual grazing, in general, has come in for wide atention in the county 
this year. Dairymen and beef catle growers have done a fine job at pro­
viding grazing for their animals this winter. 
The Clarendon County Agricultural Commitee assisted by Extension worlcers 
in the county accepted fifty tons of T. V. A. Ammonium Nitrate and alot­
ted it to farmers in the comty who agreed to use it on annual grazing. 
This movement has certainly stimulated our annual grazing program. Several 
farmers who have hever top dressed annual grazing before have already used 
their alotment of ammonium nitrate and are very much pleased Yd. th results. 
Barley Production 
Barley is used onzy for grazing in Clarendon County. It is used mainly in 
grazing mixtures containing oats, barley, vetch and rye grass. 
Grain Sorghums 
Interest in grain sorghums is increasing slightly year by year in Clarendon 
County. It is estimated that the county acreage in 1948 is about eight 
hundred acres. Most of this acreage is planted by farmers having beef cat­
tle. None of the acreage is combined, rather it is left in the field arx:l the animals do the grazing. 
Hegari and Martin's Combine Milo can be successfuly grown in the county. 
Most of the farmers prefer Hegari. W'e try to make our grain sorghum plant-
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ings late enough to give the crop just enough time to mature after the 
first kiling frost. We have made plantings as late as August 1st. Late 
plantings escape a lot of mold that usualy occur in the field in Septem­
ber and early October. 
Cover Crops 
For some reason, it maybe a reduction in the amount of money the Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration had to give away in 1948, Clarendon County 
farmers have not planted many Austrian Winter and Dixie Wonder peas in the 
fal of 1948. Another factor is that some farmers believe that unless these 
cover crops can be turned under in Jaiuary, that there is a possibility that 
they may get poor stands of coton and other crops on the land this coming 
spring. There are, we believe, many angles to this question. Farmers, however, 
have in the fal of 1948 planted more oats, rye grass and rye to serve as cover 
crops a1 d for grazing than they have in the past. We believe that smal grain 
as·a cover crop and for grazing in. the final analysis and talcing everything 
into consideration, is more profitable than winter legumes such as Austrian 
Winter and Dixie Wonder peas. 
Peanuts 
The acres of peanuts in Clarendon County this year probably does not exceed 
twenty acres. We mention this fact just to show the trend away from this 
crop in Clarendon County. 
TOBACCO 
Seventeen hundred and sixty farmers in Clarendon County produced approxi­
mately 6oOO acres of tobacco in 1948. The average yield per acre is esti­
mated at 112S pounds per acre. Tobacco although not grown by al farmers 
in the county brings in a return of dolars exceeded only by coton. It 
is the chief money crop in about one-half of the county. 
Tobacco ismore sensitive to weather conditions, fertilizer and handling 
than any other crop produced in the county. In other words, our most suc­
cessful tobacco farmers should be classed as specialists in the business. 
Diseases acd insects new to the bounty are showing up each year. A few 
fields were spoted this year suffering from Grainvile Wilt. Almost every 
field of tobacco in the county suffered, more or less, from tobacco aphids 
which in the past, have not been of any economical importance. Progress, 
however, has been made in the control of aphids and we now have Oxford 26 
seed of tobacco which is resistant to Grainvile wilt. Nematode infestation 
is general throughout the county. Some years i~is worse than others. It is 
hoped that in the near future we shal have a variety of tobacco that is re­
sistant to nematodes. 
Tobacco producing practices are reasonably uniform throughout the county. 
Emphasis is, of course, placed on practices thatend to give the higher yields 
of tobacco suitable for smoking purposes. 
In this report, we shal include results of fertilizer demonstrations, the 
use of rested land of tobacco and results obtained with aphid control, blue 
mold control and weed control measures. 
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The folowing is a summary of aphid control results obtained by 24 
of our farmers during 1948: 
Aphid Control Survey 1948 Clarendon County 
No. fanns reporting 24 
Total acres ~obacco of farms 
No. sq. yds. of plant beds 
on farms 
No. farms treating plant beds 
with Fermate for Blue Mold 
238.3 
23350 
control 19 
No. farms having aphids on plant 
beds 4 
No. fanns having aphids & treat-
ing plant beds with DDT for 
aphid control 3 
No. farms having no aphids on 
plant b eds, but treating with 
DDT as precaution against 
field infestation 0 
Time of appearance of aphids in field: 
None 2 
Early 2 
ltid-season 11 
Late 9 
No. farms treating for aphid control in field 
with results obtained: 
Using 10% DDT Dust 7 
Control: 
Excelent 
Good Fair 
Poor 
0 
3 3 1 not reporting 
0 
Using TEPP Spray 6 
Control: 
Excelent 0 
Good 0 
Fair 6 
Poor 0 
Using other treatments: 
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iphid Control Survey continued: 
Tobacco soaked in water 
Arsenate of lead 
1 
1 
1 
Results Good 
11 None 
DDT & TEPF 11 Fair 
Twenty-four farmers reported on control of aphids on a total acreage 
of 238. 3 and 23350 yards of plant bed. Nineteen of these farmers used 
Ferm.ate for blue mold control while four of them reported aphids on 
plant beds. Aphids appeared in most of the fields in Clarendon County 
about June 10th. and gradualy increased until the later part of June. 
The principal treatments used were 10% D. D. T. Dust by seven farmers 
with six reporting good to fair results; six farmers used TEPP spray 
and al reported fair results. Farmers using the combination of n. D. T. 
and T E P P reported fair results. One farmer using tobacco soaked in 
water reported good results. 
Indications are,from this report and fr:.om information we have gained 
through talking to farmers,that 10% DDT and TEPP are of considerable 
value in controling aphids. However, such a smal percentage of our 
farmers are equipped to do a thorough job spraying or dusting that we 
cannot be too sure that control measures were given fairtests during the 
season of 1948. 
Weed Control in Tobacco Beds: Thepractice of treating tobacco beds for 
weed control with Cyanamid or a combination of Cyanamid and Uramon is 
a co:rmnon practice on Clarendon County farms. It saves much needed labor 
and where Uramon used in combination with Cyanamid certain plant bed 
diseases are checked. 
The folowing are examples of results obtained by Clarendon County farm­
ers using Cyanamid alone and Cyanamid-Uramon together: 
Name M. R. Jackson 
Address Manning,~. C. R#l 
Collty Clarendon 
Square yards of bed treated 
Dates treated October 18 
Old or new bed New 
Material used for treatment 
Amounts used per 100 square yards: Uram.on 
Cyanamid 
1400 
Cycnamid and Uramon 
lb. ½ lbs. 
How was treatment applied: Amt. worked into soil¼ lb. per sq. yd. 
Amt. applied on top of soil ¼lb.per sq. yd. 
When was fertilizer applied: long with treatment: No 
At seeding time: Yes 
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Weed Control Summary continued: 
Amount of fertilizer used per 100 yards of bed 
Ana~sis 3-9-6 
Date planted: January 5th. 
200 lbs. 
Were weeds around bed area destroyed at or before treatment: Yes 
Control received: Excelent 
Fair 
Good 
Poor 
X 
Name L. c. Prothro 
Address Manning, S. C. 
County Clarendon 
Square yards of bed treated Boo 
Date treated October 22 
Old or new bed Old 
MateriaJ. used for treatment 
Amount used per 100 square yards 
Cyanamid 
l½ lbs. 
How was treatment applied: Amt. worked into soil¼ lb. per sq. yd. Amt. applied on top of soil ½lb.per sq. yd. 
When was fertilizer applied: 
A.long with treatment: No. 
At seeding time: Yes 
Amount of fertilizer used ~r 100 yards of bed 200 lbs. 
Analysis 3-9-6 
Date planted January 12th. 
Were weeds around bed area destroyed at or before treatment? Yes 
Control received: 
Excelent 
Fair 
Good 
Poor X 
It wil be noted that the farmers, whose records on weed control in 
tobacco plant beds have been given here, are very wel satisfied with 
results obtained. A large number of our farmers control weeds by burn-
ing their plant beds. The procedure for burning is to prepare the plant 
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bed area for seeding and then haul three or four wagon loads of corn 
stalks and dump them on each 100 yards of bed. Then burn thoroughly 
and rake off any roughage that is left from incomplete burning and 
plant seed immediately. This is a good practice and an economical one 
1Vhen properly done. 
Tobacco Blue Mold Control: Fermate is the principal blue mold control 
measure used by Clarendon County farmers. When conditions warrant the 
use of control measures, almost every farmer in the county uses Fermate. 
Fermate may be used either as a liquid or dust. However, most of our 
farmers use material in the dust form. Three or four farmers stil use 
P. D. B. crystals for blue mold control. The foil owing reports wil in­
dicate the effectiveness of Fermate and P. D. B. crystals in controling 
tobacco blue mold: 
County Clarendon 
Name L. C. Prothro 
Address Marming, S. C. 
Square yards of treatment 800 
Kind of material used for treating Fermate 
Date blue mold first appeared on plantbeds Was blue mold present before first treatment was 
Number of treatments given during season 
How often treated: days between treatment 
How was treatment applied: Dust or spray 
March 18 
given No 
2 4 to 6 days Both 
200 Total lbs. of material used during season Kind of cover used: heavy light medium pland bed cover x 
Vas heavy cover used: No 
Did you get complete control or partial control? 
Was there any delay in transplant:ing due to mold Complete injury? No 
Remarks: The results reported by Mr. Prothro indicate that Ferma.te is 
satisfacto:ry control for tobacco blue mold. 
County Clarendm 
Name J. Belton Baker 
Address New Zion, S. c. 
Square yards of plantued treated 800 yards 
Kind of material used for treating: P. D. B. 
Date blue mold !irst app~ared on plantbed March 25 
Was blue mold present before first treatment was given Yes 
No. of treatments given during season 3 How often treated 10 days between treatment 
How was treatment applied: Crystal form 
Total amomit of material used during season 150 lbs. How was it applied: Broadcast by hand 
On plantbed cover raised above plants No 
On plantbed cover down on plants Yes 
PDB applied directly on plants No 
Was heavy cover used: Wet, yes 
Did you get complete control or partial control: Complete Was there any e2lay in transplanting due to mold injury: No 
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It "Wil be noted that Mr. Baker obtained good results using P. D. B. 
crystals to control tobacco blue mold. Mr. Baker has consistently re­
ported year after year that he is entirely satisfied with this method 
of blue mold control. He is wel informed through experience as to the 
proper methods of applying the material. 
Tobacco Fertiliter Demonstration: Two tobacco fertilizer demonstrations 
were set up in he county during the spring of 1948 but only one comp:ete 
record was available at the time of this report. 
The folowing is a summary of results obtained by Mr. DuBose: 
Name Variety Acres Fertilizer Total Receipts Profit  Profit 
F. E.DuBose 402 4 
F. E. DuBose 402 4 
Cost Per A. 
5200 lbs. $829.85 $3840.32 $310.47 $752.62 
3-9-6 400 lbs. 
Sulphate Potash 
200 lbs. 
Nitrate of Soda 
5200 Tos. $788.20 $3240.58 $2452.08 $613.02 
3-9-6 400 lbs. 
Sulphate potash Mg. 
It is interesting to notice that in the demonstraticn conducted by Mr. Du­
Bose each plot consisting of four acres, that complete fertilizer used was 
the same in each case. For example: 1300 lbs. of 3-9-6 -however when 400 
lbs. of sulphate potash and 200 Jbs. of nitrate of soda were mixed and used 
at the rate of 150 lbs. per acre as a side dresser, Mr. Du.Bose made a profit 
of $752.62 per acre. ($752.62 profit per acre on tobacco is unusual in Clar­
endon County but I have every reason to believe that this report is absolute­
ly correct) • 
In the second 4-Acres, instead of using the side dresser mentioned above, 
100 lbs. of sulphate of potash magnesium was used per acre. The tobacco on 
these four acres returned a net profit of $613.02, making a difference of 
$139.60 iri favor of the sulphate of potash -nitrate of soda mixture used 
as a side dresser. 
Rested Tobacco Land Demonstration~ The question of whether or not it pays 
to rest land intended for tobacco one or more years before planting has been 
seriously considered by a few of our farmers who have su.!ficient land to 
leave certain fields idle for tobacco the next year. 
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The folowing record summary of Mr. R.R. Voods, of New Zion, a 
comparison is made of yields on land rested one year and also, land 
rested two years: 
Name Acres No. Yrs. 
Rested 
R. R. Woods 1 2 
R.R. Woods 1 1 
Summary continued: 
Gros:3' Profit 
Receipts 
$l82.00 $933.40 
$ 860.26 
Variety Fertilizer 
Used 
American 
Beauty 
American 
Beauty 
1200 lbs. 
4-10-6 50 lbs. Soda 
1200 lbs. 
4-10-6 50 lbs. Soda 
Yield Cost 
2462 $248.60 
1960 $229.30 
It wil be noted that Mr. Woods used 1200 lbs. of 4-10-6 complete 
fertilizer per acre in each case plus 50 lbs. of soda. However, the 
land rested for 2years showed a profit of $302.44 per acre more than 
the land resting for one year. 
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ANJMAL HUSBA.NDRY 
There were ten registered boars and twelve registered gilts or sows 
placed in the county this year. Farmers have been given the best in­
formation available on sw:ine sanitation, hog lot equipment a1.d improved 
feeding pactices. 
Through our State Veterinary Department, Dr. W. F. Rawlinson, is author­
ized to vaccinate bogs for farmers on a cost of vacine basis. It is 
estimated that 600 farmers have availed themselves of his services during 
the year. This service has n:eant a great deal to farmers, especialy, 
has it meant a great deal to smal farmers who have only eight to ten hogs 
and are not able financialy to pay the cost of the trip of the Veterinar­
ian. 
Requests have been forwarded from this Office to the State Veterinarian, 
Dr. R. A.. Mays, for veterinary service and have been grouped together 
wherever possible to have this work done. 
Hog Marketing: Hog ma:rlre tings through regular channels in Clarendon County 
were about the same as last year. In the past, the Clarendon County Market 
Bureau has handled practicalzy al of the hogs that were shipped from the 
County. It has been the custom of the Bureau to make shipments on Monday of 
each week but on a few occasions, it wasnecessary to hold over receipts from 
one Monday to the next to warrant shipment. 
The folowing is a summary of hogs marketed through the Clarendon County 
Marlret Bureau in 1948: 
Total No. 
Shippers 
290 
Total 
No. Cars 
11 
Average price per 100 
Average weight per hog 
Total 
No. Hogs 
1080 
190 lbs. 
Total 
No. Lbs. Sold 
214,390 
Total Net 
Returns 
$49,203.58 
The folowing table shows the hogs sold through the Clarendon County Market 
Bureau from 1940 -1948: 
Year 
1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 
No. Shippers 
1128 1746 1237 894 1200 700 
No. 
Hogs 
2884 4222 4777 3225 2479 1530 
Total Net Weight 
487,128 741,673 873,378 614,864 475,800 306,360 
Total 
Net Returns 
$26,000.07 58,824.05 104,560.94 84,002.79 61,863.31 43,819.48 
Hog Summary Continued: 
Year No. 
1946 1947 1948 
Shippers 
325 350 
290 
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No. 
Hogs 
1150 
980 1080 
Total 
Net Weight 
221,950 176,400 214,390 
Total 
Net Returns 
$33,736.40 42,336.00 49,203.58 
The above summary shows the number of hogs marketed through the Market 
Bureau in Marming, but this does not include al hogs sold by our farm­
ers. The Market Bureau, in Manning, operates the only hog market in 
Clarendon Co1mty. However, many of our farmers live as near Sumter, 
Florence and Kingstree as they do to Manning and substantial numbers 
of Clarendon County hogs are sold on these out-of-county markets. The 
total net returns indicated of $49,203.58 is about half the amount re­
ceived for hogs by Clarendon County fanners. The average price per 
pound remains about the same as for 1947. The average WBight i;er hog 
also increased ten po1mds. 
Clarendon County in years past has produced many more hogs than were 
produced in the past two years. However, interest in expanded hog pro­
duction is picking up momentum at this time due to the favorable corn­
hog ratio. 
BEEF CATTLE 
Beef catle production increased slightly in Clarendon County this year. 
There is a noted increase in the number of farmers who are planning perma­
nent and temporary grazing for their catle. Twelve farmers of the county 
might be considered commercial producers. Perhaps seventy-five farmers 
feed out four or five steers each year for market as a side line. 
As an example of the trend of thinking with reference to beef catle in 
the county, we want to mention the fact that three young, poled Hereford ---male calves were purchased at a recent sale at Clemson. Three o er farm-ers have bought registered males in the past three or four weeks. Al of 
these buls wil be used to develop new herds rather than replace buls in 
old herds. 
The folowing summary is an example of the steer feeding demonstration by 
John Brogdon, of Alcolu: 
Name No. Steers 
Gross 
Purchase 
Price 
Fert. 
Cost 
Total 
Cost 
Gross 
Income 
John Brogdon 42 $4903.38 $2300.00 $7203.38 $8665.41 
Steer Feeding Demonstratim continued: 
Labor Income Labor Income per Animal 
$1462.03 $34.80 
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It wil be noted in the above summary that Mr. Brogdon Is labor income for 
feeding out these animals was $1462.03, for an average price of $34.80 
per animal. The feeding record was started August 1st., 1947, and closed 
March 24, 1948. $1200.00 worth of coton seed huls and $800.00 worth of coton seed meal was fed to these animals. A $300.00 feeding value was 
placed as a reasonable value for grazing these animals on permanent pasture. 
MILKING SHORTHORNS 
Interest in Milking Shorthorns is not wide spread. However, we do have three 
farmers in the county who have smal herds made up largely of Milking Short­
horns. One farmer is crossing the MiTuing Shorthorn and Hereford. It seems 
that Shorthorn calves grow off faster than Hereford and Angus due to the fact 
that Shorthorn mothers are beter milkers. Occassionaly we find a beef cat­
tle producer who Wil keep a few Shorthorn cows in his herd to provide extra 
milk for calve's. 
DAIRYING 
A substantial amount of milk is stil shipped into our county each year. One 
of the largest dairies in the county was completely closed this yea:r because 
of an outbreak of Bangs. This dairyman for many years had maintained a herd of f:ift,y to sixty high grade dairy cows. 
Three dairies are now in operation in the county. Two near Manning and one 
at Summerton. The dairy business seems to be profitable for the three farm­
ers now engaged in it. These farmers are making every effort to grow their 
own feed and marxet it through cows in the form of whole milk. In the past 
a large amount of the feed was purchased, therefore the enterprise was not 
so profitable. 
There is an excelent opening for at least three or four good dairies of 
fifty to 75 cows in Clarendon County at this time. I mention the fact that 
a substantial amount of whole milk is shipped into the county and to this we 
may add milk used in ice cream mix, powdered milk and canned milk. 
The number of family milk cows in the county changes litle from year to year. 
, e are trying to encourage our farm families to keep family milk cows and have 
organized a 4-H Dairy Club. The 4-H Club has created a lot of interest in the county. 
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POULTRY 
Poultry is found on 90% of al the 4000 farms in Clarendon County. How­
ever, there has been a scarcity of poultry and poultry products throughout 
the year. Most farm homes had a reasonable supply of poultry and eggs for 
home use but very few had any to offer for sale. The high cost of chickens 
and the high cost of feed combined with the relatively 1-uw price of poultry 
and poultry products made it unprofitable for farmers in this area to pro­
duce poultry for market on a large scale. However, the outlook for poultry 
is beter now that feed is cheaper. 
We have three hatcheries operating in the county. These hatcheries have a 
total capacity of approximately S0,000 chicks. Each of these hatcherymen 
have reported that throughout the year and especialy from late winter until 
spring that they were unable to fil more than two-thirds to three-fourths of 
the orders they received from Clarendon County farmers. There seems to be 
room for a litle expanding in the hatchery business in our county. Some SO 
to 60 farmers have blood tested flocks and supply our hatcheries with eggs. 
Al farmers have been urged to, at least, produce poultry and Eggs in suffi­
cient quantities to take care of their family needs. 
There were probably 125 to 150 town back yard poultry flocks in the county 
this year. These flocks averaged about 60 chicks each. 
Turkey Production: Approximately 1200 turkeys have been raised in the county 
for market this year. Mrs. S. J .Brogdon raised a flock of 900 very successful­
ly. A summary of Mrs. Brogdon 1s turkey enterprise in 1948 folows: 
Name 
Mrs. s. J. Brogdon 
No. Poults Started 
1000 
Turkey summary continued: 
Total Total Cost Receipts 
$6150.00 $8oOO.OO 
No. Poults 
Raised 
900 
Labor 
Income 
$1850.00 
Cost of Cost of 
Poul.ts Feed,etc. 
$650.00 $5500.00 
Labor Income per Bird 
$2.os 
It wil be noted from the above record that Mrs. Brogdon started out with 
1000 poults, raised 900 at a cost, including the poults and feed, of $6150.00. 
Mrx. Brogdon1s receipts were $8000.00. After deducting al expenses from re­ceipts, she realized $2.0S per bird. 
. 
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ENTOMOLOGY AND PIANT PATHOLOGY 
Treating Planting Seed: We believe that 90% of the coton seed planted in Clarendon County this year were treated and that 50% of wheat and oats 
were treated. Of course, almost al the vetch, clovers, winter peas, etc., 
are inoculated. 
The practice of treating seed in Clarendon County is one that has been ac­
cepted and adopted by almost al of our farmers and a modern seed cleaning 
and treating plant was established in the county this year to provide seed 
treating amlcleaning service for our farmers. Many of our farmers stil 
treat seed at home. 
Bol weevil control: While the appearance of bol weevils in coton fields 
of Clarendon County in 1948 was the slightest we have had in macy years, we 
did emphasize through county-wide and community meetings and through demon­
strations on farms the impmrtance of poisoning where necessary with recomend­
ed chemicals to control bol weevils. As has been true in the past opinions 
among farmers as to the merits and demerits of bol weevil control measures 
vary a great deal. The majority of farmers who poisoned bol weevils this 
year used Benzine Hexachloride -D. D. T. mixture. A few farmers used Toxa­
phene • 
The folowing summaries are representative of results obtained by a few farm­
ers in Clarendon County this year: 
Name M. G. & J. O. Hemingway 
Address Sunnnerton, S. c. 
County Clarendon 
Method 3% BHC -5% DDT No. Applicanions J 
Amt. used 10 lbs. 
Interval between applications 7 to 10 days 
Date of application June 10 - July 15 
Means of application Tractor duster 
Cost per acre for poison $4.8o 
Cost per acre for application 1.60 
Results: 
Yield fer 
Yield re r 
Actu,i.l or 
acre on poisoned coton 1 -1~ bales 
acre on unpoisoned coton 1 -1½ bales (older coton) 
estimated increase in lbs. of lint per acre due to 
poisoning 1/2 to 3/4 bale 
Was any increase in plant lice damage noticed where poison was used No -no red spider 
Remarks: We used the BHC-DDT mixture on our coton this year and made 
to 3/4 bale more than we would have without the poison. 
Name 
Address 
County 
Method 
No. applications 
A.G. & J.F. Grayson, Jr. 
Swmnerton, S • C. 
Clarendon 3% BHC -5% DDT 4 -.5 
1/2 
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Swnmary continued: 
Amt. used per acre 8 to 10 lbs. 
Interval between applications 8 to 12 days 
Dates of application July 1, 10, 22 & 28 
Means of application Tractor duster 
Cost per acre for poison $4.50 For application 1.25 
Yield per acre on poisoned coton 1 to l¼ bales 
Yield per acre on unpoisoned coton 3/4 to 1 bale 
Act. or est. increase in lbs. of lint per acre due to poisoning 1/4 bale 
Was any increase in plant lice damage noticed where poison was used No 
No red spider 
Remarks: We used the BHC-DDT mixture on our coton this year and even if 
the material cost twice as much, we think it would be wel worth 
while to use it. It made f:rom 1/4 to 1/2 bale more coton per 
acre for us this year. 
Name N. L. DuRant Address Gable, S. c. 
County Clarendon 
Method B. H. C. No. Applications 3 
Amt. used per acre 7 to 10 lbs. 
Interval between applications 8 to 12 days 
Cost per acre for poison $4.80 
For application 1.60 
Means of application Tractor duster 
Date of application June -July 
Yield per acre on poisoned coton 1850 # 
Yield per acre on unpoisoned coton 1050 # 
Act. or est. increase in lbs. of lint per acre due to poisoning None 
Was any increase in plant lice damage noticed where poison was used No Remarks: Feel that poison was not needed. 
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FORESTRY 
In view of the fact that 54% of the area comprising Clarendon County 
is woodland and that in the past very litle thought seem to have been 
given to woodland management, we have tried to impress upon the minds 
of woodland ovmers the importance of good forestry practice~ Based on 
available infonnation, the annual income from forestry products in 
Clarendon County is exceeded only by cot ton, tobacco and corn. There is litle reason as far as we can see why our forest lands should not 
produce greater income per acre than at the present time. 
A State-Wide Fire Control Bil enacted by the General Assembly of South 
Carolina two or three years ago has helped some. We now have three For­
estry Towers located in the county that are maned daily. A County For­
est Ranger is located at the County seat and volunteer fire fighters 
are recruited when fires occur. 
No fire lanes have been plowed in the county this year due to lack of 
equipment and funds to operate equipment, according to the County Rang­
er. However, two hundred miles of old fire lanes plowed a year or two 
ago have been maintained to a large extent by the property owners. 
Free Seedlings: The folowing farmers have taken advantage of the free 
seedlings offered by our State Commission of Forestry during the past 
year. A list of these menwith the Species, number of seedlings and num­
ber acres to be planted folows: 
Number Name Species Number Acres 
G. A. Brannon Slash 5,ooo 5 Mrs. G. A. Brannon Slash ,ooo 5 L. L. Brannon Slash ,ooo 5 T. Belser Slash 100,000 100 T. Belser Juniper 1,000 1 c. Bradham Slash 2,000 2 L. Dozier Longleaf ,ooo 5 A. A. Floyd Slash 5,000 5 H. s. Grayson Longleaf 3,000 3 Wm. McLean Lobloly 1,000 1 W. A. Ninnner Slash 2,000 2 W. F. Rawlinson Longleai' 10,000 10 E. H. Richardson Longleai' ,ooo ~ Voe. Ag. Class Lobloly 1,000 1 
Totals 1,0,000 150 
It wil be noted that the farmers obtaining seedlings this year were 
al smal farmers with the exception of T. Belser. This man planted 
100,000 seedlings. The total number of seedlings planted in the 
county is 150,000. 
Woodland Examinations and Marking Report: Folowing is a sunnnary of 
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the number of acres of woodland examined and marked: 
Landowner 
D. W-. Alderman 
Alderman-Shaw ( 3) 
M. B. Bradham H.B. Harrington 
S. E. Rodgers 
Eliot E. Rose 
J. T. T ouchberry 
Sidney E.Vvolff 
Totals 
Woodland 
Examination 
Acre3 
1625 40 34 1350 6000 
725 188 
9962 
Acres 
Marked 
20 
20 
lssistance 
Bd. Ft. Cords 
19,990 
19,990 
It wil be noted that 9962 acres of woodland was examined in the 
county for eight individuals. Twenty acres were marked which show­
ed 79,990 bd. ft. in volume. 
Pine Seedling Planting Demonstrations: One planting afi.emonstratim 
was conducted in December 1947 for the benefit of fanmers who were 
interested in the proper methods of planting seedlings. Twenty-five 
farmers atended the demonstration. 
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FOUR-H CWB WORK 
4-H Club Enrolment: During 1948 eighteen 4-H Boys' Clubs were conducted in the schools in Clarendon County. There was a Boys 4-H club in each school 
where boys of ten years or old atended. Each school boy in the county had 
the opportunity and was urged to participate in the 4-H Club Program. 
A su.nnnary of this work folows: 
Naine of 
Club 
Manning High School 
Manning Grammar School 
Deep Creek School 
Hicks School 
Jordan School 
Paxvile School 
Wilson School 
Home Branch School 
Turbevile High School 
Turbevile Grammar School 
New Zion Grammar School 
New Zion High School 
Sununerton High School 
Summerton Grammar School 
Barrineau School 
Gable High School 
Gable Grammar School 
Alcolu School 
No. Enroled 
35 
46 
11 
13 
16 
10 
10 
10 
20 
30 
15 
21 
26 
13 
17 
18 
36 
Local 
Leader 
P. C. Boroughs 
If I I 
Rev. Newton 
Mrs. Ola H. Smith 
Mrs • Lee Plovrden 
Mrs. John Pritchard 
Mrs. Wilson Dickson 
Mrs. Hugh Creecy 
Mr. W.L. Coker 
Mr. W. L. Coker 
Mr.B. W. Gibson 
Mr. B. W. Gibson 
W. L. Mils 
W. L. Mils 
Mrs. Moore 
F. E. DuBose 
F. E. DuBose 
Miss Annie DuRant 
18 361 
Additional local leaders are: R. E. Wels, Jr., Manning, S. C. R#4 
Thos. Evans, New Zion, S. c. 
Henley Merri s, New Zion, S. C. 
Carlos Gibbons, New Zion, S. C. 
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POULTRY CLUB: Fourteen Club members beginning with a total of 913 
baby chicks raised 769 for a percentage of 84.2 livability. The total 
cost to the clubsters is $338.1.5, total value of $6.59.2.5, showing a 
profit of $321.10 for the 4-H Baby Chick Club. 
summary of the Baby Chick Club folows: 
No. Baby 
Name Chicks 
Richard .A.rd 30 
Milton Gamble .5.5 
Jerome McCord 32 
Herbert Elder 12.5 
Robert Jackson 110 
W. C. Ard 30 
Ray Hodge 8.5 
Calvin Shady .5.5 
Marien Reardon .56 
Cecil Evans 60 
Harold Bingham 60 
Dickie Felder 60 
Paddy Kane 30 
Seth Robinson 12.5 
Totals 913 
No. 
Raised 
24 
.50 
2.5 
100 
100 
25 
7.5 
.50 
50 
.50 
50 
50 
20 
100 
Total 
Va~ue 
$19 • .50 
36.85 
21.8.5 
87.50 
9125 
22.00 
63.00 
44.00 
38.40 
46 • .50 
40.00 
4.5.00 
17.40 
86.oo 
Total 
Cost 
$10.40 
19.25 
13.00 
44.70 
42.90 
11.00 
32.50 
23.75 
21.25 
22.45 
22.50 
21.45 
12.00 
41.00 
$338.1.5 
Profit 
$ 9.10 
17.60 
8.8.5 
42.80 
48.35 
11.00 
30.50 
20.25 
17.15 
24.05 
17.50 
23 • .55 
5.40 
4.5.00 
$321.10 
CORN CLUB: Forty-two 4-H Club members grew out 4.5 acres of corn with 
a total yield of 1803 bushels and an average of 40 bushels per acre. 
This yeild, we believe, is outstanding because it was produced, in many 
cases, under very unfavorable weather conditions and secondly because 
it indicates that the average 4-H Club member in Clarendon County this 
year produced about two and one-half times the county average in bushels 
of corn per acre. This corn was valued at $1.50 per bushel giving a total 
value of $2699 • .50 at a cost of $1246.65 leaving a profit of $1452.8.5. 
A summary of the 4-H Corn Club falows: 
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No. Yield Total Total 
Name Acres Bua. Value Cost Profit 
Donald Morris 1 42 $63.00 $25.00 $38.00 
Leroy Bradham 1 55 82.50 29.65 52.85 
Flynn Bryant 1 32 48.00 27.40 20.60 
Raymond Bryant 1 40 60.00 29.00 31.00 
Bobby Thompson 1 40 60.00 28.45 31.55 
Pat Coleman 1 30 45.oo 25.45 19.55 
David Young 1 36 54.00 26.50 27.50 
L. H. Myers 1 35 52.50 26.00 26.50 
Alex Thompson 1 32 48.oo 28.80 19.20 
Perry Poole 1 35 52.50 27.60 24.90 
Harris Coker 1 40 60.00 29.40 30.60 
Harry L. Driggers 1 30 45.00 26.85 18.15 
Emory McElveen 1 30 45.00 25.50 19.50 
Walace Cante; l 40 6o.oo 27.50 32.50 
Robbie DuRant 1 55 82.50 29.40 53.10 
Henry W. Kennedy 1 38 57.00 26.50 30.50 
Lenwood Lloyd l 35 52-.50 27.00 25.50 
L. D. Morris 1 30 45.00 24.40 20.6o 
Clarence HaITington 1 32 48.00 25.50 22.50 
Leroy Philips 1 34 51.00 27.00 24.00 
Charles Ridgeway 1 28 42.00 25. 70 16.30 
Wilie Johnson 1 35 52.50 28.00 24.50 
Ivery Beard 1 40 60.00 32.50 27.50 
Wm. A. DuBose 1 35 52.50 27.40 25.10 
Don .Frierson 1 45 67.50 38.00 29.50 
Harold Welch l 30 45.00 26.00 19.00 
Joharie Godwin 1 32 48.00 27.60 20.40 
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4-H Corn Summary continued: 
No. Yield Total Total 
Name Acres Bus. Value Cost Profit 
John Bethune 1 35 $52.50 $37 .oo $15.50 
Charlie Brunson 1 30 45.00 26.00 19.00 
Bobby Gentry 1 28 42.00 24.50 17.50 
Cleveland Ridgeway 1 42 63.00 29.70 33.30 
Bobby Stukes 1 38 57.00 28.40 28.60 
Preston Geddings 1 25 32.50 22.50 10.00 
Leroy Floyd 1 36 54.00 24.00 30.00 
Murdock McKenzie 1 40 60.00 26.90 33.60 
Jack Smith 1 48 72.00 27.50 44.50 
Curtis Barfield 1 !~5 67.50 29.50 38.00 
Laurne Green 1 60 90.00 26.50 63.50 
Henry Turbevile 3 180 210.00 82.85 187.15 
Tommy Turbevile 1 55 82.50 27.15 55.35 
Nn?'Wood DuRant, Jr. 2 110 165.00 57.05 107.75 
Jerry Robertson l 45 67.50 29.30 38.20 
42 45 1803 $2699.50 $1246.65 $1452.85 
PIG CLUB: Forty-five 4-H Club members grew out 54 head of swine during 
the year. These pigs showed a gain of 7671 lbs. The total valueof animals 
sold was $2533.29, at a co~t of $1546.95 showing a total gross profit of $986.34. 
A summary of the 4-H Pig Club folows: 
No. Days on Gain Total Total 
Name Pigs Feed in Wt. Value Cost Profit 
Paul Burke 3 120 425 $126.oo $85.50 $40.50 
Vanolin Brewer 1 96 120 51.84 28.80 23.04 
Arliss Epps 1 90 100 35.00 21.40 13.60 
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4-H Pig Club Sunnnary continued: No. Days on Gain In Total Total 
Name Pigs Feed Weight Value Cost Profit 
Carl Jackson 1 125 165 $41.50 $29.50 $12.00 
Alton Eadon 1 114 135 45.75 21.50 18.25 
Ervin Butler 1 110 140 40.15 28.40 11.75 
Edward Keels 3 110 450 134.55 82.50 52.05 
Victor Jackson 1 96 110 48.50 36.00 12.50 
o•Neal Baird 1 150 149 45.00 32.00 13.00 
Jackson Knowlton 1 121 148 39.55 21.50 12.05 
Thomas Richburg 1 91 184 41.55 28.55 13.00 
Robert Richburg 2 98 295 105. 25 59.00 46.25 
Cecil Baird 1 110 145 48.20 28.10 20.10 
Durward Gibbons 1 123 168 52.45 32.00 20.45 
Preston Purvis 1 115 135 49.50 29.50 20.00 
Sulvester Robinson 1 103 118 58.00 30.15 27.85 
O'Neal Welch 1 96 102 55.00 28.45 26.55 
Milton Dennis 1 92 120 56.00 38.00 18.00 
Russel Melette 2 100 245 115.20 75.00 40.20 
Tracey Morris 1 108 130 48.oo 25.70 22.30 
Tracy McElveen l 97 108 57.00 29.00  28.00 
Wilbur Barrineau 1 95 112 65.00 34.00 31.00 
Delbert Driggers 2 106 135 48.00 28.00 20.00 
Keith Driggers 1 102 140 47.00 37.00 10.00 
Delbert Floyd 1 100  110 47.00 22.40 24.60 
Bob by Ray Floyd 1 92 103 45.00 28.00 17.00 
Milchel Floyd l 99 135 49.55 33.00 16.55 
Hagood McKenzie 1 125 12J 60.00 21. 70 38.30 
Dexter McKenzie 1 110 130 54.00 27.00  27.00 
Venroe McKenzie 1 115 145 65.00 26.40 38.60 
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4-H Pig Club Sununary continued: Total No. Days on Gainin Total 
Name Pigs Feed Weight VaJ.ue Cost Profit 
Jerry Richburg 1 98 109 $55.00 $27 .50 $27. 50 
Venroe Barrineau 1 100 140 54.00 29.00 25.00 
Lenich Coker l 120 175 54.40 39.00 15.40 
Adrian Floyd 1 98 120 46.65 28.70 17.95 
Ronald Gibbons 1 l5 145 48.40 32.00 16.40 
Bily Hicks 1 118 125 52.45 34.00 18.45 
Herbert Robinson 1 122  180 47.65 35.50 12.15 
Curtis Barfield l 125 170 48.25 33.00 15.25 
Franklin Ridgeway l 112 145 38.00 28.75 9.25 
Lester Thompson 2 109 304 64.00 41.55 22.45 
Julian Cousar 1 98 140 39.25 29.00 10.25 
Bob Fleming 1 121 175 54.25 34.00 20.25 
Marien McFaddin l 118 150 52.00 31.50 2'.). so 
Francis Barwick 1 125 185 48.oo 35.90 12.10 
Ansel McFaddin, Jr. 1 122 145 56.45 27.50 28.95 
45 54 4926 7671 $2533.29 $1546.95 $986.34 
4-H SALES AT FLORENCE FAT STOCK SHON& SALE: Clarendon County 4-H Club members marketed 25 fat barrows at the Florence Fat Stock Show & Sale 
in the Spring of 1948. The average feed:ing time was 100 days. The 25 
pigs fed out by the boys made a total gain of 3145 lbs. The total value of swine by these club members·. was $1102.39, the total cost $693.50 and a labor income of ~p408.89. Premiums totaling $22.80 were received by 4-H Club members exhibiting hogs. 
A summary of these sales folows: 
Name No. Days Gain Total Total Profit Pigs Fed Wt. VaJ.ue Cost 
Mack Witherspoon 2 110 300 $104.16 $ 58.00 $46.16 Edward Keels 20 95 2420 . 855.68 . 540.00 315.68 Arliss Epps 3 90 425 142.55 95.50 47.05 
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Summary continued: Gain Total Total No. No. Days Clubsters Pigs Fed Wt. Value Cost Profit 
Totals 25 295 3145 $1102.39 $693.50 $408.89 
4-H PIG BREEDING CLASS: Five Clarendon Count 4-H Club members com­
pleted records on breeding hogs during the year. These five boys fed 
out a total of 40 pigs and raised 35. The total value of pigs raised 
was $1538.35, total cost involved ~~1110.60 with a labor income of $427. 75. 
A summary folows: 
Name No. No. Total  Total Pigs Raised Value Cost Profit 
Marion Thompson 8 8 $332.25 $229.50 $102.75 
Preston Brailsford 9 8 385.45 235.00 150.45 
Wilbur Dingle 6 6 245.20 189.65 55.55 
Jack Horton 10 7 320.45 236.00 84.45 
Jimmie Sulivan 7 6 255.00 220.45 34.55 
40 35 $1538.35 $ll0.60 $427. 75 
4-H FEEDER STEER CLUB: Two Clarendon County 4-H Club members exhibited 
and sold steers at the Florence Fat Stock Show & Sale in the spring of 1948. These steers were fed an average of 154 days. Net gains were ap­
proximately 350 lbs. They sold for a total value of $611.00 at acost of $4~0.16. Rebecca Brogdon showed a labor income of $66.64 and Mack Wither­
spoon showed a labor income of $54.20 which made a total labor income for 
both animals of $120.84. 
A summary folows: 
Name No. Days Gain Total Total Profit 
Animals Fed Wt. Value Cost 
Mack Witherspoon 1 166 325 $289.45 $235.25 $54.20 
Rebecca Brogdon 1 143 370 321.55 254.91 66.64 
2 2 309 695 $611.00 $490.16 $120.84 
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4-H DAIBY CALF CLUB: The Dairy Calf Club in Clarendon 0:nmty has 
eight members at this time. These members are: 
P. c. Cochran, Jr. 
B. G. Alderman, Jr. 
Robert Alderman 
Wesley Thompson 
Marion 'lhompson 
Charley Don Smith 
Mack Witherspoon 
l heifer l heifer 
1 heifer 
2 heifers 
l bul 
1 heifer 
1 bul 
The Jersey breed is being used by these members. The calves were 
shown at the District Fat Stock Show in Florence this past spring 
and at the Clarendon County Fair in the fal of 1948. The Heifer 
of P. C. Cochran, Jr. was a blue ribbon winner at the Florence Show, 
two heifers of Wesley Thompson were red ribbon winners in Florence and Mack Witherspoon won a white ribbon at Florence. The two Jersey 
buls by Marion Thompson placed in the blue ribbon class. 
At the Clarendon County Fair Wesley Thompson's heifer placed first, 
B. G. Alderman, Jr. heifer placed 2nd., and Robert Alderman's heifer 
placed third. 
4-H SWEET ParATO cum: Five 4-H Club boys completed sweet potato projects during the year. These Club members boughtcertified sprouts 
and made their plantings from vine cutings taken from the sprouts. 
Unfavorable weather conditions seriously cut the yield of two members 
of this club. The five boys in the club produced 1085 bushels of 
field run potatoes valued at $1631.80 at a cost of production of 
$892.70 leaving a labor income of $739.10. 
A summary of this project folows: 
Name No. Yield 
Acres Bus. 
Bobby Frierson 
Tom Witherspoon 
Emory Cantey 
Joharie Godwin 
Charlie Don Smith 
Totals 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
225 
195 
180 
245 
240 
1085 
Total 
Value 
$338.40 
292.00 
270.00 
366.40 
365.00 
$1631.80 
Total 
Cost 
$185.25 
189.45 
165.00 
205.00 
148.00 
Profit 
$153.15 
102.55 
105.00 
161.40 
217.00 
$739.10 
4-H GARDEN CLUB: Four 4-H Club members carried gardens as projects during the year. The total value of these gardens were reported at 
$83.60 with a cost of $32.90 showing a .sProfit of $50. 70. These four 
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gardens involved about one and one-half acres of land. 
A summary of this project folows: 
Name No. Yield Total Total Acres Bus. Value Cost Profit 
Joel Batson 1/4 9 $17.60 $ 4.50 $13.10 
Joe Alderman 1/2 10 21.50 9.70 11.80 
Robert Hodge 1/3 12 19.00 7.25 11.75 
Gregg Hemingway 1/2 15 25.00 11.45 14.05 
Totals 1.5 46 $83.60 $32.90 $50. 70 
4-H TOBACCO CLUB: Three Clarendon County 4-H Club members produced 
3½ acres of tobacco at a cost of $749.25. Total receipts were $1694.32 
showing a labor income of $945.0?. 
A summary of the 4-H Tobacco Club folows: 
No. Total Total 
Name Acres Yield Valie Cost Profit 
Wilis Buddin 1 1150 $495.52 $205.45 $290.07 
Bily Baker l 2148 939.20 425.55 513.65 
Lorin Welch 1/2 648 259.60 118.25 141.35 
Totals 3 1/2 3946 $1694-32 $749.25 $945.07 
SEARS 4-H PIG CLUB: Four 4-H Club members completed Sears Pig contest with a total of six gilts. Placings by the Judges and awards were as folows: 
First 
Second 
Third 
Fourth 
P. C. Cochran, Jr. $100 for Jersey 
heifer 
Marion Thompson, Honorable memtion 
Mack Witherspoon 
John Odom 
HEALTH Ilil'ROVEMENT CCNTEST: Twenty-nine 4-H Clubsters were examined in 
this comtest. Twenty-nine members completed records. Two contestants 
were selected to enter the District Contest. The purpose of this contest 
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is to improve the health of rural youth. Two boys, Robbie DuRant and Mack Witherspoon, entered the District Health Improvement Contest which 
was held in Florence. 
4-H CLUB CAMP: Fifty-nine boys and four local leaders atended Camp Bob 
Cooper WJ.th the Assistant County Agent from June 7 through 11th., of this year. Local leaders atending were as folows: Thos. Evans, Henley Morris, 
and Carlos Gibbons, al of New Zion, and R. E. Wels, Jr., of Manning, R#4. 
4-H COUNTY COUNCIL MEETING: The District 4-H Council Meeting was held at Camp Bob Cooper on May 29, 1948. Atendants from Clarendon County were: Rebecca Brogdon, County president; Mack Vitherspoon, Vice-president and 
Joe Batson, Secretary. Rebecca Brogdon was elected President of the Dis­
trict Council for 1948-1949. 
RA.I.LY DAY & OFFICERS TRAINING SCHOOLS: The 4-H Raly Day program was held in the Auditorium of the Manning High School on Saturday, May 1st., at 10 O'clock. The program consisted of 4-H Clubsters taking part in the discuss­ion of their club work. 
Each 4-H Club in the county was represented. A total of 300 clubsters and 30 visitors were present. 
Lunch was furnished by the County Home Demonstration Clubs. 
The folowing is a swmna:ry the year 1948 . of work completed by 4-H CJnb members during 
No. of Kind of Acres or 
Dem. Demo:Qstration Numbers Value Expense Profit 
14 Poultry 769 $ 659.25 $ 338.15 $ 321.10 
42 Com 45 2699.50 1246.65 1452.85 
45 Pig 54 2533.29 1546.95 986.34 
3 Fat Barrow Show 25 1102.39 693.50 408.89 
5 Pig Breeding Class 35 1538.35 1110.60 427.75 
2 Feeder Steers 2 611.00 490.16 12) .84 
5 Sweet Potato 5 1631.80 892.70 739.10 
4 Garden 1.5 83.60 32.90 50.70 
3 Tobacco 3.5 1694.32 749.25 945.07 
4 Sears Pig Club 
29 Health Imp. Contest 
~· 
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4-H Summary continued: No. of Kind of Acres or Dem. Demonstration Numbers Value Expense Profit 
8 Dairy Calf 
164 $12,553.50 $7,100.86 $5,452.64 
DANFORTH FELLOlfSHIP FOUNDATION TRAINING CAMP AWARD: Mack Witherspoon, vice-president of the Clarendon County 4-H Club Council, member of the Gable 4-H Club, represented 4-H Clubs in the South Carolina at the National Youth Foundation Training Camp at Shelby, Michigan this year. Since his re­
turn home, he has writen an article for the Carolina Club Boy and has ad­dressed the District 4-H Club Council and has spoken to the Rotary Club in Manning. 
A picture is atached of Mack talking to the Manning Rotary Club about his 
wonderful experiences at Camp. 
" 
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HORTICULTURE 
Home Gardens: Al farm families have been urged to have year round 
gardens. They have been encouraged to plant the necessary number of 
vegetables to have one, two or more vegetables al through the year available. This is a joint project w.i.th the Home Agent. Special 
encouragement was given people through Home Demonstration Clubs, farm 
meetings for adult.sand 4-H Clubs along with a reasonable amount of 
newspaper articles. We should say that the response to our appeal for 
more home gardens during 1948 has been encouraging. The majority of 
our farm families can vegetables either at home or in one of the three 
community canneries located in the county. 
A summary of the 4-H Club garden records is found elsewhere in this 
report. 
Sweet Potatoes: The acreage of sweet potatoes in Clarendon County is 
smal. Most of the actual acreage consist of smal plots of about 1/2 
to one acre, used largely for home consumption. However, we do have 
four commercial growers who produce from four to twenty acres of sweet 
potatoes for market. These men are: 
Mr. R. 
Mr. 'Vl. 
Mr. H. 
Mr. V • 
F. T. B. B. 
Horton 
Snyder 
Harrington 
Davis, Jr. 
Davis Station 
Manning 
Manning 
Summerton 
These farmers did outstanding sweet potato work in the county this year. 
They used certified seed to produce sprouts ani planted most of the acre­
age from vines produced from certified sprouts. Al seed were treated 
before planting. They also paid special atention to the proper soil type 
and used recommended complete fertilizer at the rate of 1000 to 1200 lbs. 
per acre plus 100 lbs. of muriate of potash in some cases. The acreage 
of sweet potatoes in the county for the past year or two has been so low 
that it was not profitab]e to operate the local market. It is hoped, how­
ever, that since sweet potatoes offer the possibility of substantial cash 
returns, the acreage wil soon be large enough to justify the opei g of 
an up-to-date market. 
The folowing is a summary of sweet potato records from the farmsof H. B. 
Harrington and R. F. Horton: 
Name 
H. B.Harrington 
R. F. Horton 
Acres 
1 
1 
Summary continued: 
Cost Profit 
$18,5.oo $1.58.oo 
162.80 111.70 
Sweet Potato -Vine Cutings Variety Dril ~ow 
Spacing Width 
Porta Rica 1211 
Porta Rica 1011 
Yield #1 #2 
220 
17.5 
7.5 
70 
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Sweet Potato -Sprouts 
Name Acres Variety Dril Row Yield Spacing Width #1 #2 
H. B. Harrington 1 Porto Rica 12" 3½' 95 70 
R. F. Horton 1 Porto Rica 1211 4, 76 98 
Summary continued: 
Cost Profit 
$93-50 $67.00 
78.80 57.00 
It wil be noted that the two farmers listed in the above report compared 
yields of No. 1 potatoes and profits per acre frcm vine cutings with the 
yields and profits per acre from sprouts. In both cases the vine dutings 
produced larger numbers of bushels of No. 1 potatoes and higher profits 
per acre. These farmers used 1000 lbs. of 3-9-9 per acre and side dressed 
with 100 lbs. of Muriate of Potash and 50 lbs. of soda. 
Electric Sweet Potato Plant Beds: Five £armers in Clarendon County produced 
sweet potato plants in electric heated beds. Each of these £armers have beds 
that are 61 x 601 in size. Two of these beds were instaled this year. In 
the past and we have not yet caught up, we have been buying a substantial 
number of sweet potato plants outside the county. But these fanners who have 
electric heated beds were able to supply enough plants for 4-H Club boys this 
year and a few thousand for their neighbors. 
We have not taken into consideration the number of' plants that are produced 
without electricity or steam heat. Almost every farmer producing plants wil 
plant a few f'or home use but those fanners who desire sprouts to produce vines 
either produce them electricaly, with steam heat or purchase them from rut­
side sources. 
The records of' two fanners using electric heated beds and one farmer using a 
fire heated hot. beds foloW3: 
Name Type Size Bus. Plants Cost Profit Bedded Produced 
R. F. Horton Electric 6 X 60 6$ 115,000 $216.20 $185.80 
H.B.Harrington I 6 X 60 60 160,000 212.15 135.10 
J. M. Rowe F.:ireheated 6 X 40 42 63,000 112.00 108.00 
Totals 3 167 338,000 $540.35 $428.90 
< 
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It wil be noted from the above summary that Mr. Horton and Mr. Har­
rington, who operated electric hot beds, produced sweet potato plants 
at a profit -Mr. Horton received $185.80 for a 6 x 60 electric bed 
and Mr. Harrington received $135.10 for a 6 x 60 electric bed. Per 
unit the fireheated hot bed of Mr. J.M. Rowe seemed to compare favor­
able with the costs and profits of the electric beds. However, the in­
convenience of operating the fireheated bed was considerably more than that of the electric hotbeds. 
These are typical examples of what maybe expected of our farmers who pro­
duce sweet potato plants by use of electric, steam heat or fire heated 
system. 
Cucumbers: Cucumbers as a cash crop is not ofrg:-eat importance to many 
of our fa.I'IlB rs. Approximately 400 acres of cucumbers were grom. for 
market this year. Most of the cucumbers went to a pickle concern and 
were handled by a local business man. 
Tomatoes: It is estimated that not more than 8 acres of commercial to­
matoes were produced in the county this year. Distance from markets and 
the fact that the crop conflicts w.i.th the main crops in our present system 
of farming is perhaps responsible for the lack of interest among our farm­
ers in tomatoes as a cash crop. 
Home Orchards: Very few fanns in Clarendon County have adequate home or­
chards. Most of our farms have a few peach trees, perhaps a few apple 
trees and occasionaly a few grapes. Cooperative fruit tree order3 are 
handled each year through the local Market Bureau. It is doubtful that 
we shal se many wel kept home orchards in the county in the near future. 
There is, however, a growing interest in pecan production. Several of our 
farmers are aware of the fact that pecan trees provide good shade and that 
they usualy realize a good income from the sale of pecans from each tree. 
The Stuart pecan seems to be more resistant to common pecan diseases in 
this section. Therefore, the farme~ making plantings are advised to use 
them. 
Marketing: Our marketing work consisted this year of aiding farmers in 
grading, packing and seling of surplus fann commodities in the county. 
The Clarendon County Market Bureau provides a day by day market market 
for almost any product produced as a side line on the farms of Clarendon 
County. A weekly hog market is operated. 
The folowing is a summary of sales of farm sun>luses in 1948: 
Pecans 
Hogs 
Corn 
Peas 
Poultry & 
Eggs 
Potatoes 
Hay 
Total 
$4000.00 49203.58 95000.00 18000.00 
29340.00 2250.00 4100.00 
$201,893.58 
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The folowing is a summary of cooperative purchases in 1948: 
Hogs (breeding) 
Beef catle (breeding) 
Corn seed 
Coton seed 
Wheat Oats 
Rye 
Vetch 
Dixie Wonder Peas 
Lespedeza 
Clover 
Miscelaneous seed 
Arsenate of lead 
B. H. C. Fishmeal & Tankage 
Feeds 
Total 
$ 750.00 
2500.00 
600.00 
8000.00 
350.00 6000.00 
400.00 
300.00 
1000.00 
3000.00 
315.00 
500.00 
1000.00 
6400.00 
4200.00 12000.00 
$47315.00 
' 
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PRODUCTION & MARKEI'ING ACTIVITIES 
The agent has cooperated in an advisory way with the Production & Mar­keting Administration County and community commiteemen. Groups of 
farm people atending meetings have been advised as to the qualifications 
and benefits of certain practices offered by the Production & Marketing 
Program. We have met with and planned with the County and Community 
Commiteemen from time to time. 
The amomt of money available through the Production & Marketing Admini­
stration to cooperating farmers this year amounted to $41,000.00. This 
money was used largely for the folowing purposes: 
Credit on lime $ 3500.00 
Credit on vetch & pasture 
mixtures 300.00 
Credit on Austrian Winter 
peas 100.00 
Credit on Dixie Wonder peas 200.00 
Credit on Superphosphate 36000.00 
Fencing and Ditching 900.00 
Total $41000.00 
, 
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MISCELLA.NEOlJJS ACTIVTIIES 
Soil Conservation: We have continued our efforts to encourage al Clar­
endon Cotmty farmers to adopt both soil conserving and soil building 
practices in their farming program. They have been encouraged to plant 
more legumes, pastures and to instal proper drainage measures on their 
fanns. We have urged our farmers to take ful advantage of the $41,000.00 
offered by the Producticn & Marketing Administration for improved soil 
conserving and soil building practices. 
The local Soil Conservation D:is trict has been especialy active in the field of drainage during 1948. Ditching on many fanns has been done through 
the use of the District operated bul dozer at a cost of 25 to 28¢ per cu. 
yd. of dirt removed. 
County Fair: The agents gave strong support to the County Fair in 1948. 
The Fair this year was one of the most successful from an educational stand­
point that we have seen in many years. There was a nice showing of catle 
and swine. The general farm booth exhibit, as vel as community exhibits, 
were also a credit to the exhibitors. Plans are now underway to build a 
new catle shed to take care of the groi.mg number of farmers who have indi­
cated that they expect to show catle next year. 
Comty-Wide Rat Control Campaign: Two Rat Eradication Campaigns were con­
ducted in the oounty during the year. One was held in the spring and the 
other in the late fal. A total of approximately 2600 lbs. of poison bait 
was distributed to Clarendon County farmers. Reports on results were favor­
able in many cases and negative in many cases. We believe that much gocxi 
was accomplished but uhtil fazm people fulzy realize that rat control is a 
year round job, we shal contfu ue to lose many thousand dolars worth of 
farm commodities, particularly grain, each year. 
Coton Improvement Association: Clarendon County fanners were assisted in 
organizing a Coton Improvement Associaticn during the year in order that 
they might obtain free classing and value estimates on their coton. 
Farm Organization: The Clarendon County Farm Bureau is the only independent 
farm organization active in Clarendon County. We have cooperated with the 
memlrership in every wa:y-possible. Our principal contribution has been pro­viding programs for meetings. 
( 
, 
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PUBLICITY 
Individual leters writen ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Circular letters written •.•.•..•..•.•.•.•...•• 
Copies mailed ..........•.......••..••• 
Press articles writen for weekly paper •••••••••••••••• 
Buletin.s distributed .....••...........• 
1210 28 25582 
63 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS, STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, CLEMSON AGRICUL 
TURAL COLLEGE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE COOPERATING EXTENSION SERV. 
ICE. D. W, WATKINS, DIRECTOR, DISTRIBUTED IN FURTHERANCE OF THE ACTS OF CONGRESS OF MAY 8 AND JUNE 30, 11114 
PRESENTING TIMELY INFORMA T/ON 
ON ALL PHASES OF COTTON PRODUCTION 
,1111111111111111111111:1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111• 
Manning, S. c. 
June 4, 1948 
TO CLJ'.RENDON COUNTY 
F AIBJERS ADDRI:SSED 
Gentlemen: 
For many years, as you wel renember, we have shipped in to 
Clarendon County several carloads of coton seed each year fron other counties 
in this state and, in nany cases, seed had to be secured from other States. 
This year you purchased some registered coton seed for planting 
purposes. If you have th:is coton planted 100 feet from any other variety, 
it can be certified at little cost to you and instead of continuing-to de­
pend on outside sources for a lot of coton seed each year, we will have nade 
a step toward supplying our ovm coton seed needs. My idea is to get tho 
ginners to set aside a special day to  gin certified coton seed in each com­
r.mni ty. This could easily be done I think and He would be sure of unmixed 
seed. Frankly, I am trying to say that there is, in my opinion, a wonderful 
opportunity for a few wel-informed Clarendon County fa:i."ners to produce 
quality coton seed on a basis  profitable to them and, at the sametime, render 
a r.mch needed service to other  Clarendon County famers. 
If you are interested in having your coton seed certified, 
please contact me before July 1, 1948. 
Yours very truly, ,,-,~ r.-7 . / r-.,. - . &( / ~ . /1-.1-,:::~ ;· {.,./ 7-'-~ ./ 
,'I.. D. Grainger, Co~t.y Agent 
Agricultural N e_ws 
By A. D. GRAINGER 
County Agent 
D. E. EPPS 
Aut. County Agent 
Disease Attacks Cotton Crop 
Clarendon county's coton crop 
is threatened with what may be the 
worst out-break of Ascochyta 
blight on record. This week I visit­
ed the farms of Reese Wilson· and 
Norwood DuRant and found their 
light brown in the center. Stem in­
fection advance more rapidly up 
and down the stem and more slow­
ly around it. As the infection pro­
gresses, the leaves droop and die, 
The main stem is sometimes · gird­
led causing the plant above the 
infection to die and drp up. With 
warm, dry weather plants not too 
severely injured can recover a~d 
produce a crop. 
. * * 
fields 1affected with the disease. Tobacco Aphids 
Mari_y other famers throµghout This week we have recived sev­
the county have reported the same eral reports of the appearance of 
trouble. Crop disease specialists tobacco aphids or lice in a smal 
sap that cooperative weather man way on tobacco fields in the coun­
bringing fair and warm weather ty. First of al I want to say that 
wil prevent serious loss in the last season a few growers through­
county. There is not much a out the tobacco belt suffered se­
grower can do to save his crop vere losses from aphid damage to 
once it is atacl<ed by the disease. their crops. The seriousness of the 
It is true that limited amount of problem is great. At the present 
infection may be found in most time, I am sorry' to say, positive 
coton fields each year. However, control recommendations for these 
under normal spring and early aphids are not available. However, 
summer weather conditions, t})e di-yesterday I talked by telephone 
sease does not become serious. Re- with Dr. Alen, a. tobacco research 
search workers have found that man at the Pee Dee experiment sta­
the fungus responsible for As- tion, and he advises that we use 
· cochyto blight winters an al dead 10 percent D.  D. T., put on at the 
1 stalks in the field and is present rate a litle heavier · than we 
I. to infect coton the folowing would apply it for Bud worm ~on­spring. It has been found that the trol, if ony a few plants are at­disease is more severe in fields tacked by aphids. If the infesta­
where coton was planted last tion is heavy and the majority of 
year. Growers then might help ;. th~ plants are affected, it seems 
litle in years to come by rotating now that we wil have. to resort 
their planting so that they do not to the use of nicotine dust at the 
have continuous planting of coton rate of about 40 lbs. per acre, tak­
in a_ single field. ing special care to cover the entire 
Symptoms of the disease are plant. This procedure wil result 
conspicuous, rounded and irregu-in an expenditure of about $8 to 
lar spots forming on the leaves $10 per acre for each dusting. One 
first with a grayish, water soap dusting may be sufficient but a lot 
appearance. Later these spots turn depends on the time that the in­
light brown or tan with a reddish fesj;ation appears. Another ma­
brown border. The dead centers terial that shows promise is 
of. mature spots frequently fal tetrae ethel pyrophosphate ( tepp). 
out, leaving holes in the leaves. Grower; using tepp should do so 
Stem infections are usualy most with caution until more is known 
severe where leaf stalks branch about its al-over effect on the 
from the main stalk. These spots tobacco plant. Growers are warned 
are at first dark brown, enlarging to be car_eful about using materials 
rapidly, becoming sunken -and I that have not been investigated, 
~ I 
